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Statistical Machine Learning & Deep Neural Networks Applied to Neural Data Analysis
Hooshmand Shokri Razaghi
Computational neuroscience seeks to discover the underlying mechanisms by which neural activity
is generated. With the recent advancement in neural data acquisition methods, the bottleneck of this
pursuit is the analysis of ever-growing volume of neural data acquired in numerous labs from
various experiments. These analyses can be broadly divided into two categories. First, extraction of
high quality neuronal signals from noisy large scale recordings. Second, inference for statistical
models aimed at explaining the neuronal signals and underlying processes that give rise to them.
Conventionally, majority of the methodologies employed for this effort are based on statistics and
signal processing. However, in recent years recruiting Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for neural
data analysis is gaining traction. This is due to their immense success in computer vision and
natural language processing, and the stellar track record of ANN architectures generalizing to a
wide variety of problems. In this work we investigate and improve upon statistical and ANN
machine learning methods applied to multi-electrode array recordings and inference for dynamical
systems that play critical roles in computational neuroscience.
In the first and second part of this thesis, we focus on spike sorting problem. The analysis of
large-scale multi-neuronal spike train data is crucial for current and future of neuroscience research.
However, this type of data is not available directly from recordings and require further processing to
be converted into spike trains. Dense multi-electrode arrays (MEA) are standard methods for
collecting such recordings. The processing needed to extract spike trains from these raw electrical
signals is carried out by “spike sorting” algorithms. We introduce a robust and scalable MEA spike
sorting pipeline YASS (Yet Another Spike Sorter) to address many challenges that are inherent to
this task. We primarily pay attention to MEA data collected from the primate retina for important
reasons such as the unique challenges and available side information that ultimately assist us in
scoring different spike sorting pipelines. We also introduce a Neural Network architecture and an
accompanying training scheme specifically devised to address the challenging task of
deconvolution in MEA recordings.
In the last part, we shift our attention to inference for non-linear dynamics. Dynamical systems are
the governing force behind many real world phenomena and temporally correlated data. Recently, a
number of neural network architectures have been proposed to address inference for nonlinear
dynamical systems. We introduce two different methods based on normalizing flows for posterior
inference in latent non-linear dynamical systems. We also present gradient-based amortized
posterior inference approaches using the auto-encoding variational Bayes framework that can be
applied to a wide range of generative models with nonlinear dynamics. We call our method
Filtering Normalizing Flows (FNF). FNF performs favorably against state-of-the-art inference
methods in terms of accuracy of predictions and quality of uncovered codes and dynamics on
synthetic data.
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1.1 High per-electrode firing rates and the prevalence of collisions in primate
retina data. (Left) voltage signal on 7 neighboring channels during a randomly
selected 10 ms interval; (right) spike shapes and times identified and sorted by
YASS (each unit is assigned a random color). The gray shade (here and in the
following figures) represents ±1 estimated noise scale (estimated as the median
absolute deviation of the raw data on each channel, divided by 0.67449). Note
that some of the spikes visible on these electrodes are small but are larger on other
electrodes (not shown); all units shown here have templates with peak-to-peak
amplitude > 4.5× the estimated noise scale on at least one electrode. The total
firing rate (summed over all visible units) on each channel here is in the hundreds
of Hz range, leading to frequent collisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
2.1 Illustration of detection and de-duplication steps. (Left) Raw recording on seven
neighboring electrodes; (Middle) Neural Network (NN) output (red) overlaid on
top of raw recording. (Right) detected and de-duplicated spikes. Red (blue) boxes
denote spikes that are removed (retained) during the de-duplication step. . . . . . . 17
2.2 Illustration of denoising step. (A): Four examples of raw detected spikes (black)
and corresponding NN-denoised spikes (red) and PCA projections (blue). Note that
the NN successfully suppresses both noise and contributions from other collided
spikes, while the PCA projection is significantly more sensitive to collisions. (B):
(Top) raw detected spikes collected on a single electrode (left) vs. the same spikes
after denoising (right). (Bottom): PCA projections corresponding to the raw (left)
vs denoised spikes (right). Note that many of the outliers are no longer visible in the
PCA projections, and the three clusters are much more easily distinguishable by eye. 18
vi
2.3 Divide-and-conquer clustering with triaging and iterative re-featurization. (Top
left): Outlier triaging. Top middle: mixture-of-finite-mixture model (MFM) cluster-
ing of datapoints remaining after triage step. Each color represents a single cluster
returned by MFM run in a higher-dimensional feature space. Top right: grouping of
clusters with substantial overlap using connected components. (Bottom row): Three
examples illustrating the benefits of iterative re-featurization. Each box represents a
single clustering iteration. Ellipses represent MFM clusters and colors represent
connected components (CCs). While the actual featurization is 5 dimensional, for
visualization here these 5d vectors are projected on the 2 dimensional feature space
that best separates the clusters (via linear discriminant analysis). In each “genera-
tion" we perform a triage, then an MFM clustering, then a connected-components
analysis (as in the top row); then we re-featurize the data within each CC and iterate
in the next generation. Colored lines indicate the flow of data in this procedure: a
CC in one generation might generate multiple CC in the following generation, if
the new featurization is informative enough to split clusters that were not separable
in the previous generation. Indeed, as shown in Examples 1 and 2, many CCs can
be more clearly split in the next generation by adaptive re-featurization. Example
3 illustrates the necessity of features from distant electrodes. In the first two rows,
clustering uses features from local electrodes only, and the last two rows utilize
features from distant electrodes. Although MFM returns a single blue cluster in
generation 1 of local clustering, re-featurizing using distant features shows two
clearly separable red and green CCs in generation 0 using distant features. See also
Figure 2.4 below for an illustration of some units that are only separable via distant
features. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
2.4 Examples illustrating the need for distant-electrode featurization. Two exam-
ple pairs of units whose templates look locally similar but can be easily separated if
information from all electrodes are used in the clustering process. In each example,
the green dot represents the (shared) primary channel of the two templates indicated
in blue and orange. Only “active" channels (where the template height is above a
threshold) are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
2.5 An example collision unit. (A) The template of the collision unit. Blue dot
indicates the primary electrode (with the largest template), and red dots indicate the
top 3 electrodes with the highest variability. (B) Top: raw spikes (gray traces) and
templates (color) at the primary electrode and the three most-variable electrodes.
Bottom: the estimated variance of spikes (black) and the threshold (red) used
to detect overly-variable units. Due to small differences in the timing of one
collided spike relative to the other, the variability of collided waveforms tends to be
significantly elevated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
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2.6 Temporally aligned low-rank template model. (Top) An example unit, showing
that the raw template is well-summarized by its low-rank SVD reconstruction
following temporal alignment, i.e., the blue and black traces show a high degree of
overlap. Template plot conventions as in Figure 2.5. (Middle row) Comparing the
SVD residual with versus without alignment. First panel shows the raw template,
normalized per channel; note that the peak time varies by about a millisecond across
the different channels. Second panel shows that a low-rank SVD approximation
leaves behind significant residual structure. Third panel shows aligned normalized
template, and fourth panel shows that aligned SVD residual is significantly smaller
than unaligned. (Bottom) Summary of residual errors across all templates in one
dataset. For both rank 5 and 10 SVD approximations, aligning leads to significantly
reduced residual error. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
2.7 Super-resolution interpolation and subtraction improves deconvolution. (Top
row) Three raw spikes from three distinct neurons are shown on the main channel
of their respective neurons alongside neuron templates, their interpolations, and
optimally time shifted and sub-sampled templates to achieve the smallest residual.
Discrete signals are represented by scatter plot while interpolations are solid lines.
(Second row) Residuals are shown when templates and optimal templates are
subtracted from the raw spikes above. In all these cases the raw residuals have
significant amplitude and can be mistaken as spikes from other neurons, while the
optimally-aligned residuals are significantly smaller. (Third row left & middle)
MAD of post-deconvolution residuals (in standardized voltage units) for spikes
of two large neurons (“ptp" abbreviates the maximal peak-to-peak height of the
spike template). Naive subtraction leaves significant residual variability behind
(black traces); conversely, residuals are substantially smaller when super-resolution
alignment and interpolation of the template prior are applied prior to subtraction
(red trace). (Third row right) Residual variability using naive subtraction (black)
scales with unit PTP, but with interpolation the residual error stays uniformly low
(red; each symbol corresponds to a single cell). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
2.8 Comparing greedy vs iterative coordinate descent (ICD) deconvolution. (A):
Examples of spikes recovered by ICD but missed by greedy deconvolution (and
vice versa). All comparisons here performed on synthetic data with known ground
truth spike times (see section 2.1.13 for a description of synthetic data generation).
Blue indicates the true underlying (noiseless) spike template; black is an example
of an observed noisy voltage trace containing the spike that greedy deconvolution
missed but ICD caught; red indicates traces for which ICD missed the spike but
greedy deconvolution accurately captured the spike (up to a maximum of 5 traces are
plotted). Note that the miss rate is often much lower for ICD. (B-D): ICD improves
true positive rates on the order of a few % (B), decreases false positive rates by
up to 50% (C), and modestly improves the timing precision of detected spikes, as
measured by the standard deviation (SD) of the inferred spike times (D). In each
case, differences between greedy versus ICD are most significant for smaller units. 39
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2.9 Post-deconvolution spike waveform cleaning. (a) A 5ms 7 channel raw voltage
recording reveals the presence of multiple spikes. (b) Three spikes are identified
by deconvolution and are depicted by inserting each template (colored traces) at
the times identified by deconvolution. (c, d, e) ’Clean spikes’ for each of the
three spikes are obtained by superimposing the template shape with the residual
voltages after all the other identified neuron spikes are removed from the raw record.
Middle row: Raw, NN-denoised, post-deconvolution cleaned spikes, and cleaned
then NN-denoised spikes from a single channel. Bottom row: PCA projections
corresponding to the waveforms from the middle row. Note that post-deconvolution
spike cleaning and NN-denoising both significantly improve the effective SNR of
the data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
2.10 Post-deconvolution merge using cleaned spike waveforms. Each row illustrates
the process for a different pair of units whose templates are close enough to be
candidates for merging. First column: for each unit, we project the raw waveforms
onto the difference between the two templates and plot the resulting histograms.
Second column: same, but projecting the post-deconvolution cleaned waveforms
onto the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) direction; note that this improves the
separation. Third column: the templates of each pair of units. Last column:
receptive fields (RFs) for all these neurons; note that these RFs are not used in
the merge algorithm, but are shown here for verification purposes only. Using
LDA applied to clean spikes, our algorithm suggests merging templates 1 and 2
while avoiding a merge of templates 3 and 4. This decision is supported by the
corresponding RFs: RFs 1 and 2 are similar (though RF 1 is much noisier due to
having fewer spikes than neuron 2), while RFs 3 and 4 are clearly distinct. . . . . . 41
2.11 Drift tracking via template scaling. A. Drift model example: a template is scaled
to match the drifting size of a neuron observed over a period of 2 hrs (magma colors;
matching template from Kilosort is in blue and was computed using 5 minutes of
data). Note the YASS template amplitude decreases by 15%-20% over the duration
of the 2 hr (7200 sec) recording. B. Testing the stability of the template and rank
1 approximation: templates recomputed (and normalized) every 2 minutes for 2
hrs using deconvolved spikes (i.e. each template represents the mean of the spikes
deconvolved in a 2 minute period). Note that the normalized template is nearly
identical over time, suggesting scaling is an adequate model of drift. C. Template
from the first 5 mins of recording (red) with deconvolved spikes (10) across 2hrs
of recording. The change in individual spike size (black traces) compared with
the starting template is observable at the single spike level. D. Drift model tracks
changes: PTP of raw deconvolved spikes (black), PTP of spikes selected for the
drift update (red) and PTP of the drift model (cyan). This shows that the drift model
is tracking drift over time despite periodic updates (e.g. every 2 mins). E. PTP of
spikes deconvolved for the same neurons by Kilosort. F. Additional examples of
drift tracking; conventions as in panel D, but applied to different units. . . . . . . . 42
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2.12 Basic statistics of units extracted from three retinal datasets. First panel: num-
ber of neurons per electrode for three datasets. Second panel: Spatial extent of each
neuron, measured by counting the number of electrodes on which the template PTP
was greater than 2 (note, 2009 dataset contained a higher incidence of axons, leading
to more units active on a large number of electrodes). Third panel: Estimated firing
rates of all sorted neurons. Last panel The rates at which spikes collide with other
distinct signals of PTP size 2, 4, and 10 within a 0.5ms time window for the three
datasets. Concretely, for about half of the recovered units, about half of all spikes
have a collision with a spike of PTP size ≥ 2 within 0.5ms; similarly, for about half
of the recovered units, about one fifth of all spikes have a collision with a spike of
PTP size ≥ 4 within 0.5ms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
2.13 Spatio-temporal templates and receptive fields (RFs) from four major cell
classes. Left panels: Spatial (filled circles) and temporal (colors) representa-
tion of templates for neurons sorted using YASS. Each dot represents the PTP of
the waveform at the location (only channels with PTP>2.0 are shown), warmer
colors (orange) indicate earlier time (i.e. closer to spike time) and cooler colors
(e.g. blue) represent channels active at later times. Right panels: Spatial RF of
neurons corresponding to the templates shown in the left panels. Red contour shows
Gaussian fits (c.f. Figure 2.15 below). Cell types were determined from RFs by
standard clustering procedures, with borderline cases determined by hand using a
simple custom GUI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
2.14 Example diagnostic plots for a single recovered unit. To examine the health of
the extracted units we examine templates, RFs, and autocorrelations, along with
corresponding plots for “nearby" units (where unit “neighbors" can be defined
according to distance in RF space, template space, or other parameters such as
the degree of correlation strength). Here we show an example of some of these
analysis plots for an ON-parasol cell and its four nearest neighbors as defined by RF
cosine distance. From left to right, the diagnostic plots show: template propagation
profile across the 512 channel array (time since spike on primary channel in ms
represented by color; firing rates and PTP in standardized units are provided in
the panel titles); overlapping template plot of the main neuron on its primary and
neighboring channel (black) and its neighboring cells (color); the (zoomed) spatial
RF; autocorrelogram and cross-correlograms with the neighboring units (in Hz);
and histograms of spikes-to-template distance for all spikes in each neuron against
each template after the LDA projection described in section 2.1.10 (more distance
between the histograms indicates that the cells are better separated). . . . . . . . . 45
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2.15 Receptive field contour analysis Each ellipse indicates a Gaussian fit to the recep-
tive field of an individual unit. (Top) RF contours of cells extracted by YASS and
a hand sorted result on one 512-electrode dataset. Green indicates cells that were
found by both YASS and the hand sort; red indicates cells that were absent in the
hand sort; black indicates cells that were found in the hand sort but not by YASS.
(Bottom) Contours of Yass and Kilosort2 on three separate 512-electrode datasets.
YASS consistently recovers more cells with RFs, particularly midget cells. . . . . . 46
2.16 Pairwise per-unit comparisons of spike sorters. A. Example of an apparent
Kilosort de-duplication error. (i): (Left) Venn diagram for YASS unit 1410 (red)
and Kilosort unit 756 (blue), showing an overlap of 2237 spikes (beige), with YASS
identifying 2 extra spikes. (Middle) RFs for the 2 units. (Right) Spikes randomly
selected from the intersection set. (ii): (Left) Kilosort unit 1631 also matches
YASS unit 1410, indicating that Kilosort unit 1631 is a duplicate of Kilosort unit
756. (Middle) RFs for the units (note the slightly weaker Kilosort RF, likely due
to slightly fewer spikes). (Right) Spikes taken from the intersection (beige) look
similar to additional spikes from YASS (red) but not additional spikes from Kilosort
(blue), indicating that Kilosort unit 1631 contains some incorrectly assigned spikes.
Note that spikes from different groups are displaced horizontally for better visibility
here. B. Example of a likely Kilosort oversplit error. (i): (Left) Venn diagram for
YASS unit 1477 (red) and Kilosort unit 1626 (blue) have an overlap of 784 spikes
(beige), with YASS identifying 2186 spikes and Kilosort identifying 18 extra spikes.
(Middle) RFs for the 2 units (note that Kilosort RF is relatively weak here). (Right)
Spikes randomly selected from the intersection set (beige) and YASS (red) indicate
that additional spikes identified by YASS are consistent with the spikes recovered
in the (beige) intersection set. (ii): (Left) Kilosort unit 1766 also matches YASS
unit 1477. (Middle) RFs for the units (note the slightly weaker Kilosort RF). (Right)
Spikes taken from the intersection (beige) look similar to additional spikes from
YASS (red) but not additional spikes from Kilosort (blue), again indicating that
Kilosort unit 1631 contains incorrectly assigned spikes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
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2.17 Summary analysis of oversplits, duplicates, and consensus across spike sorters.
A. Summary of Kilosort units matched to YASS units. Most KS units matched
well with YASS units (black dots) but there were many examples of oversplits and
duplicates (as described in Figure 2.16; duplicates were defined as KS units that
matched a YASS unit after another KS unit was matched; oversplits were defined
as duplicates with fewer than two thirds of the YASS unit spikes). The y-axis
indicates how many KS units were matched to a single YASS unit (see the legend
for details). B: Same analysis as in (A) for the same dataset sorted manually. C:
Cosine similarity between templates computed by averaging extra spikes identified
by YASS (red) or KS (blue, top panels) or manual sorting (green, bottom panels)
versus the template computed by averaging the “consensus" spikes identified by
both spike-sorters. YASS extra spikes tend to be much more similar to the consensus
template, consistent with the examples shown in Figure 2.16. In the left panels we
scatterplot these cosine similarities against the PTP size of the unit; in the right
panels against the firing rate of the extra identified spikes. Note that in many cases
YASS identifies a large number of extra spikes that closely match the consensus
template. D. Same analysis as in (C) for another dataset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
2.18 Comparing consensus and non-consensus units from YASS and Kilosort Among
the units with firing rates bigger than 0.1Hz, We found 444 unmatched YASS-only
and 101 Kilosort-only units, compared to 491 (YASS) and 595 (Kilosort) matching
consensus units (note that it is not a pairwise matching due to oversplits). The
top panels show non-consensus units, and the bottom panels show consensus units.
We scatterplot the firing rate of each unit against: the unit’s PTP; the maximum
absolute deviation (MAD) of the aligned cleaned spikes (overly large values indicate
corruption of these spikes, due to e.g. deconvolution errors or over-merged units);
the average soft-assignment probability (i.e., one minus the probability that a spike
assigned to unit 8 should have been assigned to some other unit 9 , averaged over
all spikes from unit 8; small values indicate closely overlapping clusters that may
correspond to over-splitting); the “outlier score” defined as the average norm of
the whitened post-deconvolution residual around each spike (again, large values
indicate corruption of these spikes); the maximal normalized cross-correlation (zero
lag, one ms resolution) between unit 8 and all other units 9 (overly large values can
indicate “fragmented” units, where for example axonal channels have been split
from the somatic channels); and the minimal cross-correlation, defined similarly (a
large “notch” in the cross-correlation function often indicates oversplitting, since
if a cell is oversplit into two units 8 and 9 then 8 and 9 will tend not to spike at the
same time). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
2.19 Residual analysis. A. A 20 ms example of YASS and Kilosort residuals on 5
channels. For large units, Kilosort occasionally leaves large residuals behind (c.f.
Figure 2.7). B. Another example on 8 channels reveals some spike mis-assignment
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Computational neuroscience seeks to discover the underlying mechanisms by which neural ac-
tivity is generated. This is predicated on acquiring sufficient data from a wide variety of experiments.
With the recent advancement in neural data acquisition methods the bottleneck of this pursuit is the
analysis of the ever-growing volume of neural data collected in numerous labs and from various
experiments. This analysis can be broadly divided into two categories. First, extraction of high
quality neuronal signals from noisy large scale recordings. Second, inference for statistical models
aimed at explaining the neuronal signals and underlying processes that give rise to them.
Conventionally, majority of the methodologies in this endeavor is based on statistics and signal
processing. However, in recent years Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are gaining traction in
neuroscience research due to their immense success in computer vision and natural language
processing, and their demonstrated track record of generalizing to a variety of other problems. In
this work we investigate and improve upon statistical and ANN machine learning methods applied
to multi-electrode array recordings and inference for dynamical systems which play critical roles in
computational neuroscience.
1.1 Spike Sorting
The analysis of large-scale multineuronal spike train data is crucial for current and future
neuroscience research. However, this type of data is not available directly from recordings that
require further processing to be converted into spike trains. Therefore, reliable and reproducible
methods that can scale to the large volume of ever-growing recordings is integral to spike train
analyses. Dense multi-electrode arrays (MEA) are standard devices for collecting such recordings.
The processing needed to extract spike trains from these raw electrical signals done by “spike
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sorting” algorithms.
Currently widely-employed MEAs enable recordings at a scale of ∼ 103 electrodes (Jun et al.,
2017a), but efforts are underway to increase this number to 106 electrodes1. At this scale manual
processing of the obtained data is inconceivable. Therefore, interest in automatic spike sorting for
dense MEAs has surged over the last few years (Franke et al., 2010; Carlson et al., 2014; Kadir
et al., 2014; Ekanadham et al., 2014; Muthmann et al., 2015; Pachitariu et al., 2016; Yger et al.,
2016; Hilgen et al., 2017; Jun et al., 2017b). Despite these efforts, spike sorting remains a critical
computational bottleneck in the scientific pipeline when using dense MEAs, due both to the high
computational cost of the algorithms and the human time spent on manual postprocessing.
We introduce a robust and scalable MEA spike sorting pipeline YASS (Yet Another Spike Sorter)
to address many challenges that are inherent in this task. In developing this pipeline we are guided
by several principles. First, robustness is critical since little hand-tuning and post-processing is
possible at the scale of modern MEA data. Second, scalability is crucial. To feasibly process the
oncoming data deluge, we use parallel, computationally efficient algorithms based on effective data
summarizations wherever possible and focus computational power on the “hard cases,” using cheap
fast methods to handle easy cases. Finally, prior information is leveraged as much as possible; we
share information across neurons, electrodes, and experiments. The last principle, complements the
prior two, by reducing needed computation for extracting signals from previously unobserved MEA
data streams while reducing sensitivity to small variations in data.
To evaluate the resulting pipeline, we focus on MEA data collected from the primate retina.
This preparation is a useful spike sorting testbed for several important reasons. First, the two-
dimensional MEA used here matches the approximately two-dimensional substrate of the retinal
ganglion layer. Second, receptive fields of well-characterized retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types (e.g.,
ON parasols, OFF midgets, etc.) are known to approximately tile the visual field, providing useful
side information for scoring different spike sorting pipelines. Third, many RGCs have moderately
high firing rates and often have significant axonal projections that overlap with each other spatially
1DARPA Neural Engineering System Design program BAA-16-09
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Figure 1.1: High per-electrode firing rates and the prevalence of collisions in primate retina
data. (Left) voltage signal on 7 neighboring channels during a randomly selected 10 ms interval;
(right) spike shapes and times identified and sorted by YASS (each unit is assigned a random color).
The gray shade (here and in the following figures) represents ±1 estimated noise scale (estimated as
the median absolute deviation of the raw data on each channel, divided by 0.67449). Note that some
of the spikes visible on these electrodes are small but are larger on other electrodes (not shown); all
units shown here have templates with peak-to-peak amplitude > 4.5× the estimated noise scale on
at least one electrode. The total firing rate (summed over all visible units) on each channel here is in
the hundreds of Hz range, leading to frequent collisions.
on the MEA, making it challenging to demix spikes that overlap spatially and temporally from
different RGCs2.
A typical spike sorting pipeline consists of three steps. The spike detection step extracts putative
2On the other hand, our focus on the primate retina means that in this work we will de-emphasize some issues that
are critical in different parts of the nervous system: for example, firing rate dependent spike adaptation, or drifts and
nonstationarities in the size and shape of spikes on the MEA (both of which are present in the retina but pose more
serious challenges in in vivo recordings). Moreover, issues such as “glitches" due to behavior are absent in our in vitro
retinal recordings. However, we believe that the pipeline developed here can be adapted to address these issues, and we
plan to pursue these directions in future work.
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spike events from noisy recordings. The clustering step groups similar spike waveforms into
clusters, each representing a putative neuron. To resolve colliding waveforms, a deconvolution step
is often performed. Spike clustering is at the core of the pipeline, as the clustering performance
determines both the accuracy of the spike assignment and the quality of spike templates used for
deconvolution. There are numerous methods proposed for these steps.
1.1.1 Detection
The most common detection algorithm selects events that cross a threshold, with alignment
to the threshold crossing or a peak (Lewicki, 1998). Alternatively, SpikeDetekt (Kadir et al.,
2014) used multiple thresholds and temporal and spatial adjacency to improve detection and aligned
to the mean energy of a soft thresholded signal. YASS uses a neural network based method, which
allows detecting low SNR spikes with small false positives. (Section 2.1.3)
1.1.2 Featurization and clustering
The most common approach for feature extraction is PCA (Abeles et al., 1977; Harris et al.,
2000; Shoham et al., 2003). Wavelets are also used for feature extraction (Hulata et al., 2002;
Quiroga et al., 2004). In Hilgen et al. (2017), Muthmann et al. (2015), and Jun et al. (2017b), spikes’
locations and PCA based spike shape features are used for clustering. Hurwitz et al. (2019) further
improves the quality of the location estimation using variational autoencoder.
The clustering stage of the spike sorting problem has been discussed in several reviews (Schmidt,
1984; Lewicki, 1998; Gibson et al., 2012; Rey et al., 2015). There are a number of approaches to
the clustering step in the literature. Many of these approaches address the Gaussianity assumption
on the shape of the clusters (Kadir et al., 2014; Carlson et al., 2014; Souza et al., 2019). Shoham
et al. (2003) uses a mixture of t-distribution to account for its heavy tail. One of the most common
alternative approaches to a probabilistic mixture model formulation for clustering is a density based
approach. This has been done in the form of superparamagnetic clustering (Quiroga et al., 2004),
consensus clustering (Fournier et al., 2016), uni-modal clustering (Magland et al., 2015; Chung
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et al., 2017), spectral clustering, finding density peaks (Rodriguez et al., 2014; Yger et al., 2018),
and the mean shift algorithm (Hilgen et al., 2017). YASS uses PCA and Gaussian Mixture Models as
a base. However, it recursively re-featurize and re-cluster to improve the clustering results (Section
2.1.7).
It is also worth mentioning the divide-and-conquer approach (Swindale et al., 2014). Instead
of clustering all detected spikes together, they are first divided based on their primary channels (a
channel with the largest amplitude) and then clustered independently. This is now the standard
approach that most recent pipelines use.
1.1.3 Deconvolution
The deconvolution step begins with the assumption that voltage traces are decomposed into
a superposition of spike waveforms (which are assigned to a single neuron) and background
noise.Then, the deconvolution step tries to minimize the !2 distance between the voltage traces
and the estimated superposition of waveforms given the templates of neurons.The most common
approach for this non-convex problem is a greedy method that deconvolves one spike at a time
that reduces the !2 distance the most. Binary Pursuit (Pillow et al., 2013) improves it further
using a coordinate-descent approach. Given an initial estimate for a spike train, it improves the !2
reconstruction error by exchanging spikes from one neuron to another. Continuous Basis Pursuit
(Ekanadham et al., 2011) models each neuron’s waveforms using a set of basis functions that can
account for continuously shifted waveforms. This allows outputting continuous spike times. Both
non-greedy and continuous-time spike deconvolution methods are adapted and improved upon in
YASS (Section 2.1.9).
1.1.4 Iterative approach
There are also pipelines that implemented an iterative approach. Methods proposed in Pillow
et al. (2013) and Ekanadham et al. (2014) initialize neuron waveforms using a simple detection
and clustering method, and then iteratively run deconvolution and template updates. Whereas,
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Carlson et al. (2013) and Pachitariu et al. (2016) use an online method that updates templates as it
deconvolves spikes. YASS also adapts the iterative approach. It iterates template estimation through
clustering and deconvolution (by default, it only runs two iterations). Furthermore, YASS makes
use of the post-deconvolution residuals to improve its re-clustering quality (Section 2.1.10).
1.1.5 Drift Correction
A number of methods address drift in electrode positions or change in the template waveforms
over time. For instance, Dhawale et al. (2015) use a mixture of drifting t-distributions in combination
with EM inference to deal with non-stationary templates. However, this method hardly scales to
large, dense MEAs. This lack of scalability extends to other methods such as a mixture of Kalman
filters (Calabrese et al., 2010) and first order autoregressive process on the mean of templates
(Carlson et al., 2013). JRClust (Jun et al., 2017b) handles the drift in electrode positions by using
spikes’ locations and amplitudes as features. Then, the probe position is estimated every second and
subtracted from spike locations to correct their positions. A recently developed Kilosort2 (Kilosort2
2019) also addresses drift correction. First, it allows time-varying templates. Secondly, it re-orders
the recording in time such that the drift in electrode positions is as slow as possible. This idea works
well with Neuropixel data (Jun et al., 2017a), where only one dimensional (vertical) probe drift
is assumed. After partitioning data into two-second chunks, it computes a dissimilarity matrix of
the chunks and re-orders them so that the diagonal of the matrix is the smallest. In retina MEA
recording, where the electrodes are stay fixed, only a slow drift in waveform shapes is assumed. To
handle this, YASS periodically updates templates every 5 minutes of chunks (Section 2.1.11).
1.1.6 Highlights of some of recent pipelines
Lastly, the key features of some of the recent pipelines are discussed. Spyking Circus
(Yger et al., 2018) is an algorithm that aims to scale spike sorting to large MEA recordings by density
estimation clustering (Rodriguez et al., 2014) of dimensionally reduced spikes by PCA, followed by
template estimation and matching. However, PCA alone fails to featurize low SNR spikes properly
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and “undersplits” clusters. Collisions generally cause problems in PCA and clustering space
(Ekanadham et al., 2014) and Spyking Circus does not address this problem. Furthermore,
the assumption of spatial localization of spikes fails to “de-duplicate” spatially extended axonal
units. In comparison, YASS recursively runs featurization and clustering, which helps to separate
low SNR clusters. (Section 2.1.7) The spike denoising in YASS masks out collisions, improving
the cluster quality (Section 2.1.4). By incorporating non-local features, YASS manages to separate
locally indistinguishable units (Section 2.1.7). Additionally, by running a series of automatic post
clustering processes, it removes duplicated or collided units (Section 2.1.8).
JRClust (Jun et al., 2017b) follows a similar method as Spyking Circus but it does not
use deconvolution to infer collisions. Due to methodological similarity to Spyking Circus, it is
expected that their performances are comparable. JRClust is further developed into IronClust
(IronClust 2020) but no description is publicly available yet.
Herding Spikes (Hilgen et al., 2017; Muthmann et al., 2015) represents spikes using their
spatial locations and the PCA based waveform shape features. However, this featurization is
not robust enough to collisions, making it difficult to cluster low SNR spikes. Also, the type of
featurization is clear for spatially extended axonal spikes.
Kilosort (Pachitariu et al., 2016) performs spike clustering and spike inference in an end-to-
end fashion. Given an initial set of templates, it iteratively infers spikes using template matching
and updates templates using discovered spikes. This method overcomes computational bottle-
necks through several means. It applies greedy deconvolution while using a SVD based low-rank
approximation for each template, therefore, significantly speeding up the template matching. In
addition, majority of the computation is parallelized using Graphical Processing Units (GPUs).
However, due to its lack of split-merge step, poor template initialization, and use of greedy decon-
volution, Kilosort misses many neurons, especially the ones with low SNR. There are a few
improvements on Kilosort’s deconvolution made by YASS. Instead of the greedy method, YASS
runs coordinate-descent-like approach to avoid local optima. Also, YASS deconvolves spikes with
continuous times while Kilosort rounds it to the recording’s sampling rate. The continuous-time
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deconvolution significantly impacts the quality of deconvolution performance. For large spikes,
even a small misalignment (less than the recording’s sampling rate) can introduce a large residual
error, which then often leads to many false positives (Section 2.1.9).
1.2 Imitation Learning for Multi-Electrode Array Spike Deconvolution
MEA spike deconvolution is a crucial part of any spike sorting pipeline. This step is necessary
for recovering overlapping signals that are numerous. This problem arises under the assumption
that voltage traces are a superimposition of neuron’s spike waveforms and background electrical
activity.
In Sparse Coding (SC), signals are reconstructed using a sparse linear combination of much
smaller basis signals that are called dictionaries. Therefore, MEA spike deconvolution can be
formulated as convolutional SC problem where waveforms take the role of dictionaries. In many
spike sorting pipelines including YASS, however, MEA deconvolution does not seek to learn
dictionaries. Instead, it merely aims to minimize the reconstruction error given a fixed set of neuron
templates (i.e. dictionaries). Despite this simplification, the problem is a daunting one due to
overlapping signals and its convolutional setting. The most computationally efficient models apply
a greedy approach to this non-convex problem where templates are assigned to (and consequently
subtracted from) the residual one at a time to obtain the highest reduction in local reconstruction
error.
There are non-greedy methods based on heuristic search that generally improve performance
with a downside. They come at a substantially higher computational cost due to searching the
solution space more exhaustively. For instance, given an initial estimate of a candidate spike
train, Binary Pursuit (Pillow et al., 2013) either subtracts spikes out or puts them back in the
residual to achieve better local reconstruction errors. Continuous Basis Pursuit (Ekanadham et al.,
2011), on the other hand, models each neuron’s waveforms using a set of basis functions that can
account for continuously shifted signals. This allows outputting continuous spike times. Song
et al. (2018) develop convolutional versions of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and K-Singular
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Vector Decomposition (KSVD) as more optimal dictionary learning methods. Despite its attempt at
rendering them computationally efficient, these method do not scale to the current scale of MEA
recordings.
In this work, we propose a solution to this MEA spike deconvolution that relies on the following
observations. Greedy approach offers desirable computational efficiency while making errors along
the way due to favoring short term gains over long term ones. Having an efficient yet non-trivial
“spike checker” for greedy solutions leads to improved results. Also, because of stereotypical shape
of neuron waveforms, virtually endless synthetic data can be created to train the spike checker.
Therefore, we propose a 1D convolutional nerual network architecture as a spike checker during the
iterations of greedy method. Inspired by imitation learning work of (Ross et al., 2010), we devise a
methodology to obtain realistic training data for our spike checker.
1.3 Deep Generative Models and Neural Data
Since its introduction, Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes (AEVB) (Kingma et al., 2013) has
become one of the pillars of deep generative models alongside Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2016). In contrast to GANs, not only AEVB generates realistic data but
it also provides insight into the mechanisms that give rise to data. This is why over the past few
years, AEVB has been increasingly applied to a wide variety of data that had proved to be difficult
for traditional unsupervised learning.
Dynamics and temporal data is no exception in this trend. Dynamical systems govern many
real-world phenomena and temporal data that arise from them. In systems and computational
neuroscience a major methodology of studying neuronal activity is from the temporal perspective.
Single neuron voltage recordings are commonly modeled by a set of non-linear differential equations
that are variants of the classical Hodgkin-Huxley model. On the other hand, high-dimensional neural
population activity, that is assumed to be noisy and redundant observations of low-dimensional
signals, is often modeled using state-space-models (Paninski et al., 2018). A considerable number
of generative models alongside inference algorithms have been proposed for neural population
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modelling. Among these, are temporal structure models (Smith et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2009; Goris
et al., 2014), switching dynamical structure models (Petreska et al., 2011; Linderman et al., 2017)
and more recently ANN inspired generative models (Archer et al., 2016; Krishnan et al., 2016; Gao
et al., 2016; Sussillo et al., 2016; Hernandez et al., 2018) that use AEVB (Kingma et al., 2013)
framework to amortize the inference of posterior distributions of latent representations.
In this work we consider a family of state-space models expressed by the following generative
process, where 6, 5 are smooth differentiable functions, and Π(\) is a noise distribution (e.g.
Gaussian or Poisson respectively for continuous or discrete data) that is governed by parameters \.
The full joint distribution, denoted by ?(X,Z), can be readily computed. This family subsumes
well-know models such as Linear Dynamical System (LDS) and fLDS (Archer et al., 2016).
z1 ∼ N(0, &0)
zC |zC−1 ∼ N (6(zC−1), &) C = 1, . . . , )
xC |zC ∼ Π(\ = 5 (zt)) C = 1, . . . , )
The choice of approximation distribution family is a determining factor in the success of
variational inference. Posterior distributions of dynamical systems are highly complex yet exhibit
constrained correlation in temporal dimension. Normalizing flows(Rezende et al., 2015) are
expressive deep density estimators well-suited as posterior approximation distributions. In this work
we design two normalizing flows with meaningful temporal constraints. Also, we introduce an
AEVB method to condition the parameters of the flows on data observations. This conditioning is
done such that any latent state of the approximate posterior zC depends on a sequence of observations
x1..C+1 similar to particle filtering methods. Therefore, we name our method, Filtering Normalizing
Flows (FNF).
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1.3.1 Variational Deep Networks for Dynamics
Inference for state-space models that have underlying non-linearites is getting growing amounts
of attention and a growing number of methods have been proposed for this task. Since the intro-
duction of AEVB(Kingma et al., 2013) and its widespread success, many of these approaches have
followed variational framework, and so does ours. The black box variational method that was
introduced in (Archer et al., 2016) and extended to Poisson discrete observations in (Gao et al.,
2016), known respectively as fLDS and PfLDS, consider a subset of the general class of latent
dynamical systems with linear evolution in state space and nonlinear emissions. In other words,
zC |zC−1 ∼ N(zC−1, &) governs latent state evolution. The variation approximation that fLDS uses
is the result of mixing local independent Gaussian potentials @q (zt |xt) with the prior of the model
?(z1:) ), the result of which is a Gaussian with a block-tri-diagonal precision matrix. Generaliza-
tion of this method is offered by SVAE (Johnson et al., 2016), which leverages message passing
algorithm for graphical models with conjugate priors along with AEVB inference framework to
mix local neural network potentials with a structured prior distribution. The conjugacy requirement
of PGM inference limits the type of generative models allowed by this method to LDS, switching
LDS, etc.
fLDS method is expanded by VIND (Hernandez et al., 2018) to use time variant linear dynamics
to approximate non-linear dynamics. To learn these locally linear parameters fixed point iteration
method is used. However, this method uses a Gaussian approximation in non-linear dynamics
regime, which can lead to underestimation of variance, subsequently affecting the fit of the model.
Deep Kalman Filter DKF and other structured inference networks (Krishnan et al., 2016) were
proposed for inference for dynamical systems with non-linear transitions in the latent state space
in the form of Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) with time variant noise. The variational posterior
approximation is described by factorization @q (z|x) =
∏)
C=1 @(zC |zC−1, x1:C) which is conditioned on
the observations either using MLP or RNN functions to filter/smooth. Among limitation of this
model is using time invariant diagonal Gaussian noise and the challenges of training RNN and how
slowly they propagate information for smoothing/filtering purposes.
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In a slightly different approach, (Le et al., 2018; Naesseth et al., 2018) optimize a tighter bound
on evidence of the generative model. They achieve this by conditioning a Sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) sampler on observations to simultaneously estimate the partition function that gives a better
bound on log-likelihood and amortizing the posterior inference. However, due to re-sampling step
in SMC gradients cannot be reparameterized and biased gradient estimates are used for optimization
that poses a variety of challenges. Also, this approach has the same problems as tighter lower bound
approaches.
Finally, LFADS (Sussillo et al., 2016) proposes a sophisticated, bidirectional RNN architecture
with neuroscience applications in mind, especially spike trains. The transition in this method
functions are deterministic meaning that the underlying dynamics is not stochastic, instead, it is
superimposed with noise that does not affect the evolution.
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Chapter 2: YASS: Yet Another Spike Sorter
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Overview
Our overall strategy can be considered a hybrid of a sparse deconvolution approach (specifically,
an extension of the matching pursuit method used in (Pachitariu et al., 2016)) and a classical
clustering approach, generalized and adapted to the large dense MEA setting. Our guiding phi-
losophy is that it is essential to properly handle “collisions” between simultaneous spikes (Pillow
et al., 2013; Ekanadham et al., 2014; Pachitariu et al., 2016), since collisions distort the extracted
feature space and hinder clustering. (These collisions are quite prevalent in primate retinal data, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1.) Sparse deconvolution approaches can potentially handle these collisions,
but require good initializations of each neuron’s “template" (average spike shape). Our approach
therefore “triages” collided or noisy waveforms in the initial template estimation step, excluding
these corrupted spikes from the feature extraction and clustering stages, and deferring recovery of
such spikes to later deconvolution stages. This leads to significantly improved template estimates,
and therefore more robust and accurate overall results.
Guided by this overall philosophy, our approach is a modular, multistage pipeline that includes
the following main stages: (8) detection, denoising, and de-duplication of spike waveforms, (88)
division of the waveforms into distinct subsets for parallel processing, (888) clustering the waveforms
using adaptive featurization while triaging outliers and collided waveforms to obtain single neuron
templates, and finally (8E) inferring missed and collided spikes via sparse deconvolution step.
Pseudocode for the flow of the pipeline can be found in Algorithm TK. Below we provide a
summary overview of each stage with the following subsections describing in detail each of the
modules.
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We start by band-pass filtering and standardizing the voltage signals using standard methods.
For completeness, these steps are described in section 2.1.2.
The next stage is event or spike detection (section 2.1.3), implemented by a convolutional neural
network (NN). The network is trained using simulated data that is designed to emulate the correlated
noise and spike shapes observed in real data; no hand-labeling of individual spikes is needed.
Detected spike waveforms are then denoised using a network that is trained using a similar
approach as the detection network (section 2.1.4). The denoising process also serves to suppress
corruptions of spike shapes due to collisions1.
The detection NN operates locally in space and time; spatially-extended axonal spikes may be
detected in multiple locations. Therefore, we implement a spike de-duplication step before further
processing (section 2.1.5).
Next we upsample and align spikes to the mean spike shape on each channel (section 2.1.6).
Next we perform a preliminary clustering of the denoised waveforms (section 2.1.7). Clustering
this large and high-dimensional data is challenging; several main ideas are critical to make this
clustering step tractable. First, we use a coarse-to-fine divide-and-conquer approach: instead of
trying to run a single clustering algorithm on the full dataset, we iteratively split the data into
smaller subsets (starting by examining each denoised waveform on its main channel — i.e., the
electrode on which the spike is biggest — and then performing more splits on secondary channels)
before clustering these smaller subsets of data. Second, we do not attempt to cluster the full
high-dimensional waveforms; instead, we perform a featurization within each subset (adapting
the chosen features to each subset) and cluster in the estimated low-dimensional feature space.
Third, we triage outliers (caused mostly by collisions) that would otherwise lead to clustering
errors. Finally, we apply a nonparametric Bayesian approach (similar to (Miller et al., 2018)) with
stochastic variational split and merge methods to efficiently explore each clustering space (Hughes
et al., 2013) and automatically estimate the number of clusters in each subset.
In practice, the divide-and-conquer approach described above can oversplit some units, and
1In a previous version of this work (published in NIPS 2017), we trained a network to triage collision events. We
have found that it is more data-efficient to denoise instead of triage these collisions if possible.
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sometimes forms small clusters that are dominated by collisions, instead of well-isolated single
spikes. We developed some simple post-processing steps to handle both of these issues (section
2.1.8).
The cluster means or neuron templates yielded by the clustering stage are then used to infer the
presence of all spikes (whether isolated or collided) across the entire dataset, using a deconvolution
algorithm (section 2.1.9). We use a matching pursuit approach similar to that employed in Kilosort
(Pachitariu et al., 2016), but with a few important modifications, including super-resolution temporal
spike alignment and an iterative coordinate-descent (CD) step that helps correct errors made by the
initial greedy matching pursuit pass.
Much of the variability in the shape of spikes in primate retinal recordings is due to collisions
with other spikes. After the deconvolution step, for each spike, we can estimate the contributions
of all the other inferred spikes, and regress these contributions away to effectively “clean" each
observed spike. We then run additional split/merge steps on these post-deconvolution cleaned
waveforms to update the templates (section 2.1.10).
To capture template scale changes during longer recordings, we implement a simple exponentially-
weighted update algorithm, somewhat similar to the basic approach used in Kilosort2 (Pachitariu,
2019) (section 2.1.11).
Finally, low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) spikes from different cells can be very similar to each
other; to properly handle uncertainty in the assignments of these spikes, we use a simple probabilistic
model of the noise in the deconvolution step to compute soft assignments (section 2.1.12).
YASS is written in Python and CUDA; open source code can be found at https://github.com/paninski-
lab/yass. The preprocessing, spike detection, denoising, and deconvolution steps are performed on
temporal minibatches of data (parallelized over multiple GPUs, if available) in order to scale to
large datasets; the other pipeline stages are parallelized over multiple CPU cores and operate on
significantly reduced data representations to limit memory usage. The pipeline has been tested on
PCs, multi-processor workstations, and on Amazon Web Services (AWS).
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2.1.2 Preprocessing
The recording is first band-pass filtered using a Butterworth filter (300Hz-2KHz for the data
analyzed here) then standardized by the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD).
2.1.3 Detection
Next we detect putative spike events. The optimal detection of spikes with unknown shapes
and sizes, in the presence of collisions and spatiotemporally correlated noise, is a challenging
statistical problem; simple thresholding is computationally straightforward but clearly statistically
suboptimal. (Classical signal detection theory tells us that linear filtering followed by thresholding
is the optimal approach for detecting a known signal shape in Gaussian noise — but here the signal
shape is unknown and the “noise" is dominated by collisions and is highly non-Gaussian.) Typically
an experimentalist will have very strong priors about what a “good spike" will look like, and a
statistically-optimal approach will take advantage of this strong prior information — but it is not
obvious how to encode these priors in a computationally-tractable detection algorithm.
Neural networks (NNs) have emerged as the current state-of-the-art method for translating
large labeled datasets into highly-accurate classifiers or denoisers. However, we do not want
to spend time hand-labeling many individual spikes here. Instead, we begin with a reasonable
generative model that outputs short, small spatiotemporal snippets of voltage data, then sample at
will from this generative model to provide as many training minibatches to the neural network as
desired. When training converges, we have a trained NN that (locally) optimizes the classification
accuracy under the generative model. Thus this approach is a method that translates the priors made
explicit in a generative model into an optimal classifier that implicitly encodes these priors. See e.g.
(Parthasarathy et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2017; Weigert et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018) for previous
applications of similar ideas to image denoising and decoding problems.
Thus, given the availability of standard NN training routines, we have shifted most of the effort
here onto the definition of the generative model. We use a straightforward convolutional model to
generate the required spatiotemporal voltage snippets: we sample spike shapes from some library,
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of detection and de-duplication steps. (Left) Raw recording on seven
neighboring electrodes; (Middle) Neural Network (NN) output (red) overlaid on top of raw record-
ing. (Right) detected and de-duplicated spikes. Red (blue) boxes denote spikes that are removed
(retained) during the de-duplication step.
scale these shapes randomly, choose random times for the spikes, and linearly sum the result along
with a sample from a stationary spatiotemporally-correlated noise process. We have found that a
Gaussian process model for the noise suffices to obtain strong classification results; for the spike
shape library, we simply collect templates from earlier successful sorts from the same preparation.
Thus only very modest user input is required here, in the selection of “good" spike templates. See
Figure 2.1 for an illustration, and the appendix for full details on the generative model and NN
training.
2.1.4 Denoising
Single detected spikes often appear quite noisy; in the primate retinal preparation, much of
this heavy-tailed “noise" is due to collisions with other spikes (recall Figure 1.1). It is useful
to suppress this “noise" before further processing; the goal here is to input a noisy, potentially
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of denoising step. (A): Four examples of raw detected spikes (black) and
corresponding NN-denoised spikes (red) and PCA projections (blue). Note that the NN successfully
suppresses both noise and contributions from other collided spikes, while the PCA projection
is significantly more sensitive to collisions. (B): (Top) raw detected spikes collected on a single
electrode (left) vs. the same spikes after denoising (right). (Bottom): PCA projections corresponding
to the raw (left) vs denoised spikes (right). Note that many of the outliers are no longer visible in
the PCA projections, and the three clusters are much more easily distinguishable by eye.
collision-corrupted spike and output a “denoised" version of the spike. As in the detection context
discussed above, simple linear denoising (e.g., projection onto a subspace inferred by principal or
independent components analysis) is suboptimal here, due to the strongly non-Gaussian nature of
collisions. To proceed, we use the same trick that we used for detection: we use the same generative
model to create an arbitrarily large training set and then train a NN to solve this denoising task, i.e.,
take corrupted noisy spikes and output the original uncorrupted spike waveform. See Figure 2.2 for
an illustration, and the appendix for full architecture and training details.
2.1.5 De-duplication of detected events
Our detection NN operates locally on just a few neighboring electrodes to detect spikes. In the
datasets analyzed here, single spikes are often visible over hundreds of electrodes (see Figure 2.4
below for examples of some spatially-extended spike templates). Therefore single spikes may be
detected simultaneously on many different electrodes, and before further processing we need to at
least partially de-duplicate these multiple detected events.
Full de-duplication of single spikes, without knowledge of the full set of spike templates, is a
statistically- and computationally-challenging problem that we do not attempt to solve. Instead, for
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each detected spike, we simply search locally in a spatiotemporal neighborhood for other smaller
synchronous events, and drop any smaller events that we find. (Specifically, we use a window
of 0.25<B and 150`< for this search, and compare the size of denoised events in terms of their
peak-to-peak spike heights.) This de-duplication is fast but decidedly imperfect: it will kill duplicate
detected events that come from the same cell but are smaller than the spike on the cell’s “primary"
channel (where the spike tends to be largest), as desired — but it will fail to de-duplicate very
spatially extended spikes that extend outside of the spatial de-duplication window (false positives),
and it will also kill spikes from smaller cells that happen to fire synchronously with the bigger cell
(false negatives). We will correct the first issue with a template-deduplication step of the pipeline
(section 2.1.8), and handle the second issue in the deconvolution step (section 2.1.9).
2.1.6 Alignment
Next we temporally align the de-duplicated waveforms. In practice, we find that super-resolution
alignment (i.e., upsampling and then aligning waveforms) further helps reduce spike waveform
variability, leading to better downstream clustering. Specifically, we use spline interpolation to
upsample the raw waveform of each spike on its primary channel (to 5× the acquisition rate),
determine optimal shifts for each spike, and then use linear interpolation to apply this alignment to
all secondary channels. The optimal shift is determined by maximizing the dot product of a shifted
waveform with the average of all waveforms (separated by their primary channel).
2.1.7 Coarse-to-fine divide-and-conquer clustering with triaging and iterative re-featurization
At this point, for each electrode 8, we have an array of detected spikes which are denoised,
(partially) de-duplicated, aligned, and are largest on electrode 8 (i.e., we have grouped each spike by
its primary electrode). Now, finally, we turn to clustering each of these datasets in parallel.
This clustering problem is challenging in several key respects. First, even after grouping detected
spikes by their primary channel, the data remains very large: in the datasets considered here, we
have to handle thousands of spikes per channel per minute, with tens of thousands of potential
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features per spike (since each spike can appear on any of the greater than > 500 channels, on ∼ 60
timepoints per channel). Second, as emphasized above, the variability here is highly non-Gaussian,
due largely to collisions; the NN denoiser suppresses many but not all collisions. Third, the number
of clusters per channel is a priori unknown. Finally, while most cells can be separated using only
local features from electrodes near the primary electrode, for some cells we do need to include
features from more distant electrodes to achieve good cluster separation; see Figure 2.4 below.
Our approach combines several key ideas to address these challenges:
Divide-and-conquer. The first step is to try to divide the dataset into smaller subsets before
applying any expensive clustering algorithms (Swindale et al., 2014). This “divide-and-conquer"
approach is critical for both statistical and computational reasons. Naive clustering has a computa-
tional cost that scales superlinearly with both the number of datapoints and the dimensionality of
the feature space. If we can split the data into subsets containing clearly different units, this would
reduce both the number of datapoints per clustering call and the feature dimensionality needed to
split the clusters; in turn, this dimensionality reduction can reduce overfitting given limited data.
Finally, splitting the data improves parallelism; running more smaller jobs tends to be more scalable
than running fewer bigger jobs.
Coarse-to-fine. Of course, all the above points are irrelevant if we can’t easily find ways to
split the data. Luckily, for our problem, a coarse-to-fine strategy works quite well. We begin at
the coarsest level with an extremely simple, one-dimensional featurization of the data: the size of
the spike on the primary channel (as measured by the peak-to-peak height of the denoised spike),
and perform a quick clustering using this feature, splitting the clearly distinct clusters into separate
groups and leaving overlapping clusters in the same group. Next we incorporate “local" features
(from neighbor electrodes to the primary electrode only) and perform further splits. Finally, at the
“finest" level of the hierarchy, we incorporate features from more distant electrodes to perform a
final set of splits.
Iterative re-featurization. The optimal featurization of the data might vary strongly from one
subset of data to another; e.g., some clusters may be highly distinguishable based on the primary
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electrode, while for other clusters we might need to examine the secondary electrodes to achieve
accurate splits. Therefore we do not start by reducing the dimensionality of the data (and then apply
the same low-dimensional featurization to all the following splits); instead, we re-featurize after
each split, i.e., compute a new dimensionality reduction of the data within each split subset. Figure
2.3 illustrates this process.
Outlier triaging. After dimensionality reduction, many outliers (largely due to collisions) are
visible in the feature space. Instead of trying to assign these outliers to clusters (which leads in
practice to unstable cluster shapes and over-splitting), we triage outliers — i.e., exclude them from
the clustering step. (We will recover collision-corrupted spikes later in the pipeline during the
deconvolution step described in section 2.1.9.) See the top-left panel of Figure 2.3 to see this
triaging step at work.
Nonparametric Bayesian clustering. Finally, once we have chosen a good featurization and
triaged outliers, we can choose a clustering algorithm. We suspect that there are many clustering
algorithms that could work well at this stage; we have chosen a nonparametric Bayesian approach
based on a “mixture of finite mixtures" (MFM) model Miller et al., 2018 that provides good results.
Critically, the resulting algorithm outputs probabilistic estimates of cluster membership for each
data point and is able to choose a reasonable number of clusters in a data-driven manner, without
user input.
We discuss several of these issues in more detail in the following subsections; as usual, full
mathematical and algorithmic details are provided in the appendix.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the complete proposed pipeline.
1: Input: raw recording
2:
3: function PREPROCESS (SEC. 2.1.2)(raw recording)
4: return standardized recording
5:
6: function SPIKE EXTRACTION(first batch of standardized recording)
7: Detection (sec. 2.1.3)
8: Denoising (sec. 2.1.4)
9: De-duplication (sec. 2.1.5)
10: return spike waveforms
11:
12: function INITIAL SORT(spike waveforms)
13: Alignment (sec. 2.1.6)
14: Clustering (sec. 2.1.7), Cluster Post-process (sec. 2.1.8)
15: return templates
16:
17: function INITIAL DECONVOLUTION(templates, first batch of standardized recording)
18: Deconvolution (sec. 2.1.9)
19: return spike train
20:
21: function RE-SORT(spike train, templates, first batch of standardized recording)
22: Alignment (sec. 2.1.6), Denoising (sec. 2.1.4)
23: Post-deconvolution Reclustering (sec. 2.1.10), Cluster
Post-process (sec. 2.1.8)
24: Deconvolution (sec. 2.1.9), Post-deconvolution Merge (sec. 2.1.10)
25: Soft Assignment (sec. 2.1.12)
26: return templates, spike train
27:
28: function FINAL DECONVOLUTION(templates, remaining batches of standardized recording)
29: Deconvolution with Drift Handling (sec. 2.1.11)
30: Soft Assignment (sec. 2.1.12)
31: return time-varying templates, spike train, soft assignment
32:
33: Output: time-varying templates, spike train, soft assignment
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Figure 2.3: Divide-and-conquer clustering with triaging and iterative re-featurization. (Top
left): Outlier triaging. Top middle: mixture-of-finite-mixture model (MFM) clustering of datapoints
remaining after triage step. Each color represents a single cluster returned by MFM run in a
higher-dimensional feature space. Top right: grouping of clusters with substantial overlap using
connected components. (Bottom row): Three examples illustrating the benefits of iterative re-
featurization. Each box represents a single clustering iteration. Ellipses represent MFM clusters
and colors represent connected components (CCs). While the actual featurization is 5 dimensional,
for visualization here these 5d vectors are projected on the 2 dimensional feature space that best
separates the clusters (via linear discriminant analysis). In each “generation" we perform a triage,
then an MFM clustering, then a connected-components analysis (as in the top row); then we re-
featurize the data within each CC and iterate in the next generation. Colored lines indicate the flow
of data in this procedure: a CC in one generation might generate multiple CC in the following
generation, if the new featurization is informative enough to split clusters that were not separable in
the previous generation. Indeed, as shown in Examples 1 and 2, many CCs can be more clearly split
in the next generation by adaptive re-featurization. Example 3 illustrates the necessity of features
from distant electrodes. In the first two rows, clustering uses features from local electrodes only,
and the last two rows utilize features from distant electrodes. Although MFM returns a single blue
cluster in generation 1 of local clustering, re-featurizing using distant features shows two clearly
separable red and green CCs in generation 0 using distant features. See also Figure 2.4 below for an
illustration of some units that are only separable via distant features.
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Figure 2.4: Examples illustrating the need for distant-electrode featurization. Two example
pairs of units whose templates look locally similar but can be easily separated if information from
all electrodes are used in the clustering process. In each example, the green dot represents the
(shared) primary channel of the two templates indicated in blue and orange. Only “active" channels
(where the template height is above a threshold) are shown.
Featurization for clustering using local or distant electrodes
During the “local" clustering phase of the coarse-to-fine approach, we start with denoised
waveforms from the primary and nearest-neighbor electrodes. For hexagonal MEAs commonly
used for retinal recordings, we considered 7 channels (i.e. the spike’s primary channel and the 6
neighboring channels), with 60 time points from each channel (3 ms for 20 kHz sampling rate),
resulting in a vector with about 400 dimensions. At this point we randomly subsample at most
10,000 spikes on each channel, to limit the total memory consumption.
After splitting clusters using local features in the previous step, in the “distant" clustering phase
we restrict attention to features from more distant electrodes. Here we need to restrict attention to
electrodes which might provide useful information for additional splits — trying to include all time
points from all electrodes in the feature vector would lead to poor results due to overfitting. First
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we drop any “inactive" electrodes for which the mean voltage for this group of spikes is below a
threshold (about 1 standardized voltage unit, i.e., about the noise scale). Second, to find electrodes
and time points where there is some significant variability that may be due to the presence of
multiple clusters, we compute the MAD of the waveforms on these electrodes, select the voltages
at any time points where these values are greater than a threshold (again on the order of one
standardized voltage unit)2, and append these voltages into the feature vector. The resulting feature
dimensionality ranges from 5 to 80.
Finally, we take the feature vectors computed above and then apply PCA with 5 components to
reduce the dimensionality.
Triaging
We use a simple, fast K-nearest-neighbors (K-NN) approach to detect outliers, following (Knox
et al., 1998). When the feature dimensionality is small (recall here that our feature dimensionality is
5, following principal components projection), a kd-tree can find neighbors in O(# log #) average
time. After computing the nearest neighbor graph we compute the average distance of each point to
its five nearest neighbors (this can be thought of as a crude estimate of the local inverse density at
each point), and triage out the top 1% datapoints with the largest average distance. This method
effectively identifies outliers (Figure 2.3, top left panel).
Cluster stability and connected component grouping
After running the nonparametric Bayesian (MFM) clustering algorithm (described in full detail
in the appendix) we want to form groups of similar clusters and then re-featurize and re-cluster
within these groups.
We begin by computing the “stability" of each cluster 8, defined as the average of the assignment
probabilities ?8 9 that a point 9 is assigned to cluster 8 over all points 9 assigned with high probability
2A small technical note here; we do not denoise the distant channels, since the denoiser is trained on aligned
spikes, and due to axonal propagation, spikes on distant channels may be poorly aligned. In the future, this issue could
potentially be handled by training a denoising NN with more poorly-aligned training data, but we have not yet pursued
this direction systematically.
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to cluster 8. Clusters that have a stability >0.90 are considered well isolated; we separate these
clusters out and re-featurize and re-cluster their assigned spikes. This method is repeated recursively
until MFM returns a single cluster; this is the termination point of the recursion.
In cases where none of the individual clusters returned by MFM has a stability >0.90, we group
the pair of MFM-clusters that are closest (in Mahalanobis distance) and then recompute the stability
metric on this group. We continue to do this until there is at least one group with >0.90 stability.
See Figure 2.3, top, for an illustration of the resulting connected components.
2.1.8 Cluster post-processing
The clustering stage yields neuron templates, i.e. neuron shapes computed by averaging the
aligned waveforms assigned to each cluster. Due to collisions, de-duplication errors, and oversplits
due e.g. to spikes that are large on multiple channels (leading to variability in the assigned
“primary channel" for these spikes), this first-pass estimate of templates typically requires some
post-processing before we proceed with the deconvolution step. We outline two key post-processing
steps below.
Removing collision units
Despite the denoising and triaging steps described above, some units extracted in the first
clustering pass remain dominated by collisions. We can detect many of these units in two steps.
First, recall that all spikes are aligned on their primary channel prior to the clustering stage.
Therefore, if a template on its primary channel is significantly off-centered compared other templates,
then it is considered as a collision unit and removed.
Second, we could look directly for “collision templates" — i.e., templates that can be well-
modeled as a weighted superposition of two or more other templates. However, we found that this
strategy was ineffective, since small timing variability between the two colliding spikes can quickly
lead to distortions in the shape of the mean of these collided spikes. Instead we found that it was
more productive to examine the variability of the spikes in each unit, rather than just the mean:
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Figure 2.5: An example collision unit. (A) The template of the collision unit. Blue dot indicates
the primary electrode (with the largest template), and red dots indicate the top 3 electrodes with the
highest variability. (B) Top: raw spikes (gray traces) and templates (color) at the primary electrode
and the three most-variable electrodes. Bottom: the estimated variance of spikes (black) and the
threshold (red) used to detect overly-variable units. Due to small differences in the timing of one
collided spike relative to the other, the variability of collided waveforms tends to be significantly
elevated.
small shifts in the timing of one spike relative to the other in a collision can lead to significant
differences between waveforms, leading to large variability that we can detect reliably. We model
spikes as the superposition of a template and a background noise term; thus, the covariance structure
of a temporally isolated3 non-collided spike around its template is assumed to be the same as the
3We restrict attention to temporally isolated spikes here to avoid burst-dependent changes in spike height.
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covariance of the background noise. In addition, small misalignments of the spike (at resolution
below the voltage sampling frequency) can also increase the variance. To address the issue, the
maximal additional variance due to misalignment is estimated and incorporated in the variance
bounds. This extra variance due to misalignment is estimated numerically by uniformly jittering
the template with (−1, 1) time step shift. Thus, we can search for units with higher-than-expected
variability; we find that many of these units are clear collision units and can be discarded. See
Figure 2.5 for an illustration.
Template de-duplication
We find pairs of duplicate templates by computing the maximum absolute difference (over time
points and channels) between the aligned templates. Both absolute and relative differences are used
to measure the closeness of two templates; if the maximum absolute difference is less than about 1
(absolute scale) or 10% of the size of the bigger template, we conclude that the templates match.
(For low-firing-rate units, we compute templates using denoised spikes, since with few spikes the
raw template may be corrupted by outliers due to collisions.)
Once a list of pairs of duplicate units are determined, the unit with more spikes is kept and the
other is discarded, since the unit with more spikes will typically have a cleaner template.
2.1.9 Deconvolution
Once stable neuron templates are obtained, we run a deconvolution step on the raw voltage data
to infer the spike times corresponding to these templates. This step is able to recover spikes that
were triaged (due to collisions) or killed in the de-duplication step described above. A number
of deconvolution approaches have been described in the literature (Franke et al., 2010; Carlson
et al., 2013; Pillow et al., 2013; Ekanadham et al., 2014). Our starting point is the matching pursuit
approach used in (Pachitariu et al., 2016); this is a greedy method that essentially subtracts spike
shapes from the raw data one at a time until a convergence criterion is reached. We improve this
method in three key directions described below.
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Low-rank-plus-shift model for templates
(Pachitariu, 2019) use a simple low rank model for templates (where the template is represented
as a channel-by-time matrix). This leads to faster computations (since the deconvolution time
is dominated by convolution calls, and the number of required convolutions can be reduced by
exploiting this low-rank template model) and can also reduce some noise in the templates, if the
templates can be well-approximated by a low rank matrix.
Unfortunately, we found that this simple low-rank approximation is highly inaccurate for units
with long axons, for which the spike at the soma can be significantly shifted in time compared to
the spikes observed on axonal channels. In addition, as discussed above, many raw waveforms are
corrupted by collisions, and therefore simple averaging of these raw waveforms can lead to noisy
templates, leading downstream to noisier residuals in the matching pursuit algorithm and worse
deconvolution results overall.
Instead we found that performing an alignment step (temporally aligning the templates on
each channel) before computing the low-rank factorization led to significantly improved results
(Figure 2.6). The goal of the alignment is to increase co-linearity of template matrix rows, therefore
reducing SVD residual errors. To this end, for each neuron we minimize ℓ2 distances between
the template on each channel or its negative (whichever leads to a smaller distance) and the
primary channel template. In addition, we clean the waveforms (see section 2.1.10 below) before
averaging to estimate templates, and then force the absolute value of the template to smoothly
decrease monotonically to zero outside of a 2 millisecond window; both of these steps help reduce
outliers prior to the align then SVD steps. Finally, we compute templates using isolated spikes
(with interspike intervals greater than the width of the template), to avoid edge artifacts due to
contributions from burst spikes.
Spline interpolation within deconvolution
In matching pursuit, first we identify putative spike times from a given cell and then we subtract
away the corresponding template from the raw voltage trace. For large spikes, small timing
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differences between the spike and the corresponding template can lead to large residual errors if we
naively subtract the template away; significant residual errors can accumulate even if these timing
differences are below the acquisition sampling rate (20 KHz for the retinal data analyzed here).
This subsample-resolution subtraction issue has been previously addressed, e.g., in (Ekanadham
et al., 2014), who introduced an iteratively-reweighted L1 minimization approach. We implemented
a simpler, more computationally efficient B-spline method for finding the optimal spike times
at subsample resolution, then interpolating the template accordingly, and subtracting out this
interpolated template. These steps are performed on GPU, leading to negligible speed differences
compared to naive subtraction.
Figure 2.7 shows examples of the post-deconvolution residuals from large amplitude spikes. The
interpolation approach leads to a substantially lower residual compared to naive greedy subtraction,
and can thus yield substantially lower residuals, reducing deconvolution errors in the following
iterations.
Reducing greedy deconvolution error through Iterative Coordinate Descent (ICD)
Matching pursuit is a greedy method: it subtracts spikes away one at a time, and never “reverses
course": e.g., it might become visually clear after subtracting more spikes away that an early
spike was subtracted mistakenly, but simple greedy matching pursuit is unable to correct these
errors. Thus it is natural to incorporate “reversal" steps into the algorithm — i.e., instead of always
subtracting spikes away, we could also propose adding previously-removed spikes back in, and
perhaps subtracting different spike times away in a second pass through the data. This combination
of subtraction and addition steps is a well-known approach in the sparse regression literature (Zhang,
2011).
To make this idea slightly more concrete, matching pursuit can be cast as a greedy optimization
of a squared-error objective function, where we are optimizing over the space of binary matrices
indicating the presence or absence of a spike from each cell in each time bin. One simple way to
improve on matching pursuit is to replace this greedy optimization with iterative coordinate descent
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(ICD) on the elements of this binary spiking matrix, using the same squared-error objective function.
To implement ICD here we simply augment matching pursuit with steps for changing spike times
or adding spikes back in if they have been subtracted away previously. These steps can be easily
incorporated into the existing matching pursuit GPU code; in practice we just end up taking an
additional couple passes through the data in the deconvolution step.
While ICD does not correct all false negative errors, it decreases them in almost all cases relative
to greedy deconvolution, in some case by an order of magnitude (Figure 2.8A). Empirically, we find
that this ICD approach can increase true-positive rates by a few % for many units, while significantly
decreasing false-negatives for many neurons.
2.1.10 Post-deconvolution merging and splitting
The deconvolution step can recover spikes that were dropped in the triage or de-duplication step.
In addition, much of the “noise" we observe in each spike waveform is in fact due to collisions with
other spikes; once we have determined these other spike times we can subtract out the corresponding
spike shapes and therefore decrease the effective noise level. After this “spike waveform cleaning"
step, in turn, some new clusters that were not visible before this “cleaning" step can become easily
separable. Therefore we re-run the clustering step on the “cleaned" waveforms, re-splitting and
merging as necessary to improve the overall cluster assignments. We describe each of these steps
below.
Post-deconvolution cleaned spike waveforms
As a first step we need to clearly define these cleaned waveforms, and then describe efficient
methods for computing these objects.
The deconvolution step returns spike times for each cell, along with the residual (i.e., the original
raw voltages, minus the contribution of each spike that was subtracted away during deconvolution).
(Ideally, if we are capturing all the spikes, this residual will resemble noise, in which no clearly
discernible spikes remain.)
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The 8-th “cleaned" spike waveform is defined as the 8-th spike waveform minus the contribution
of all the other spikes with indices 9 ≠ 8. To compute this efficiently, we can simply rewrite this as
the residual (which subtracts all of the spikes out, including 8) plus the template for spike 8 added
back in. Thus we can compute each cleaned waveform rapidly, in an embarrassingly parallel manner
over all the spikes. See the top row of Figure 2.9 for an illustration.
Post-deconvolution reclustering
We do not expect the original clustering step described above to split all the cells perfectly:
due to the inherent noisiness of the raw data, the high collision rates, and the stochasticity of our
clustering algorithm (which includes some randomized split-merge moves), some neuron templates
(albeit usually a small minority) can be missed, incorrectly merged, or split by our pipeline.
After deconvolution and post-deconvolution cleaning, we have more spikes than what was used
in the original clustering step (because now we have recovered spikes that may have been triaged or
killed during the first pass), and the cleaned spikes show significantly less variability than the raw
data (Figure 2.9, lower panels). Therefore, a re-clustering step run on this post-deconvolution data
has the potential to correct some errors that may have been made in the first pass.
The deconvolution step has already grouped spikes according to the unit each waveform was
assigned to. We run our clustering pipeline individually on each of these groups. Because most of
these spike assignments from the deconvolution step are already fairly accurate, this reclustering
step tends to be significantly faster than the original per-channel clustering run; in most cases this
re-clustering step merely reconfirms the original template identity, with occasional splits identifying
additional neurons. In addition, because most outliers are due to collisions, and the deconvolution
step has already resolved most collisions, we found that it is unnecessary to perform triaging during
this re-cluster step.
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Merging units using cleaned spikes
As in the first clustering pass, it is necessary to perform a final merge step following the re-cluster
step to try to fix any oversplits that may have occurred. Here we use an approach based on linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) applied to the cleaned waveforms.
We start by computing a candidate list of pairs of units to be considered for merging; any pair
of units with aligned templates that are sufficiently close in ℓ2 distance are added to this list. For
a candidate pair of templates, we then select a subset of spikes (usually up to 2,000), compute
cleaned spikes, and whiten the resulting waveforms. To avoid overfitting, we compute a separable
(Kronecker) approximation to the whitening matrix (as in (Pillow et al., 2013; Ekanadham et al.,
2014). Next, we project the whitened cleaned spikes onto the difference of the two templates
(restricted to the union of the active channels of both units). (This projection is equivalent to LDA if
the whitening matrix is a good approximation of the inverse square root of the covariance of both
units.) If the marginal distribution of the resulting one-dimensional data is approximately unimodal
(according to a Hartigan dip test (Hartigan et al., 1985)), we merge the units; see mountain-sort
for a related approach but applied to raw voltage data. (We merge pairs greedily, merging pairs with
smallest template distance first.) Figure 2.10 visualizes the procedure for two pairs of neurons and
demonstrates why it is beneficial to use cleaned spikes as opposed to raw spikes in the analysis.
2.1.11 Drift handling
In the retinal recordings considered here we observe spike amplitude changes on the order of
1% (or less) of PTP height per minute (See Fig 2.11). We correct for this drift by implementing a
model with two stages: (1) we obtain neuron templates from the beginning of a recording (first 5
minutes); and (2) update the templates periodically after every new batch of deconvolved data (in
batches of size 5 minutes). (See Pachitariu, 2019 for a related method.)
To update the templates we exploit the low-rank model described in section 2.1.9: i.e., instead of
updating the raw templates (which are specified by many parameters, leading to potential overfitting
in units with low spike counts) we update the parameters of the low-rank-plus-shift model directly,
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using exponential weighted updates. Furthermore, in these recordings we found that templates
change largely in amplitude rather than shape (See Fig 2.1.11, A-C). Accordingly, in each channel
we compute the updates by scaling the starting templates based on the weighted average of the
spikes in the previous deconvolved batch and the following batch. Due to the high collision rate
present in raw spikes, we base the update solely on cleaned spikes falling within +/- 10-20% of the
starting template (see red scatter plot in Fig 2.1.11 D,E). While this limits the rate of change in the
drift model, we found that it accurately tracks the change observed in our MEA recordings.
To add templates of intermittently-active neurons that might not have been active in the the
initial batches of data, a simple split step is performed in each new batch. For each unit, the PTPs
of cleaned spikes are computed in each channel and the uni-modality (Hartigan et al., 1985) is
tested on a one-dimensional PCA projection of these PTP values. If the diptest p-value is below a
threshold, the unit is split using a two-cluster EM algorithm. The same method is applied recursively
to ensure the uni-modality of all clusters. To reduce oversplits, the split units are accepted only if
their firing rate is bigger than 1Hz or its ratio to the original unit is bigger than 0.15. Afterwards,
the deconvolution step is re-run to update the obtained spikes, and any duplicate units and low firing
(less than 0.2Hz) units are removed. The same split step is run on the initial batch also and all the
split are accepted to make sure that there is no missing or merged unit to begin with. Also, the
templates are recomputed using the cleaned waveforms so that the templates’ PTPs align with their
deconvolved spikes’ PTP.
After completing a forward pass through all batches (adding in new templates as needed), we
perform a final backwards deconvolution (to properly assign spikes to units that might have only
been identified in the middle of the recording), updating the templates as we pass through batches
in reverse order, but not performing any additional split steps.
2.1.12 Soft assignment
For lower-SNR units, there will invariably be some borderline spikes for which the correct
assignment is unclear. In addition, even high-SNR units may contain some outliers (e.g., due to
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deconvolution or clustering errors). Therefore, as a final postprocessing step we use the cleaned
waveforms to compute three soft assignment scores:
1. Soft noise assignment: for the smallest units (according to the ℓ2 norm of the template,
restricted to the unit’s active channels), we run the detection neural network on the cleaned
waveforms and record the output scores; these can be used downstream by the user to perform
a soft-classification into noise versus signal waveforms.
2. Outlier scoring: for all units, we compute the ℓ2 norm of the whitened cleaned waveforms
(using the approximate Kronecker whitener described in section 2.1.10); this score can be
used to soft-classify outliers for each unit.
3. Soft pairwise assignment: for the pairs of units that are closest (according to the ℓ2 norm
of the difference of the aligned templates, restricted to the union of the two units’ active
channels), we compute the LDA projection (again as in section 2.1.10), estimate the density
of each unit in the resulting one-dimensional projected space, and compute the likelihood
ratio. For each pair, if one unit has an average soft assignment score below a threshold, we
consider the unit a duplicate and remove it.
2.1.13 Synthetic and semi-synthetic data
For testing purposes it is invaluable to run spike sorting pipelines on both fully-simulated and
“hybrid" simulated+real datasets in which ground truth is either fully or partially available. For rapid
testing purposes, we generated simulated datasets on 49 channels. We estimated templates from
a held-out dataset, and then applied randomly sampled scale factors to these templates. For fully-
simulated datasets, we selected about 150 templates and generated spatiotemporally correlated noise
as the background signal (this noise was in turn generated by convolving many independent white
noise traces with randomly chosen templates, then scaling and averaging the resulting spatiotemporal
noise together). For “hybrid" datasets, following (Rossant et al., 2015; Pachitariu et al., 2016), we
chose about 20 templates and added spikes with these template shapes to a separate real dataset
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which served as the “background" signal. Next we randomly sampled firing rates uniformly on
(1, 30) Hz, sampled Poisson spike trains with these rates, and added the selected templates (with
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SVD rank 10 vs aligned SVD rank 10 residuals
Figure 2.6: Temporally aligned low-rank template model. (Top) An example unit, showing
that the raw template is well-summarized by its low-rank SVD reconstruction following temporal
alignment, i.e., the blue and black traces show a high degree of overlap. Template plot conventions
as in Figure 2.5. (Middle row) Comparing the SVD residual with versus without alignment. First
panel shows the raw template, normalized per channel; note that the peak time varies by about a
millisecond across the different channels. Second panel shows that a low-rank SVD approximation
leaves behind significant residual structure. Third panel shows aligned normalized template, and
fourth panel shows that aligned SVD residual is significantly smaller than unaligned. (Bottom)
Summary of residual errors across all templates in one dataset. For both rank 5 and 10 SVD
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Figure 2.7: Super-resolution interpolation and subtraction improves deconvolution. (Top
row) Three raw spikes from three distinct neurons are shown on the main channel of their respective
neurons alongside neuron templates, their interpolations, and optimally time shifted and sub-
sampled templates to achieve the smallest residual. Discrete signals are represented by scatter
plot while interpolations are solid lines. (Second row) Residuals are shown when templates and
optimal templates are subtracted from the raw spikes above. In all these cases the raw residuals have
significant amplitude and can be mistaken as spikes from other neurons, while the optimally-aligned
residuals are significantly smaller. (Third row left & middle) MAD of post-deconvolution residuals
(in standardized voltage units) for spikes of two large neurons (“ptp" abbreviates the maximal peak-
to-peak height of the spike template). Naive subtraction leaves significant residual variability behind
(black traces); conversely, residuals are substantially smaller when super-resolution alignment and
interpolation of the template prior are applied prior to subtraction (red trace). (Third row right)
Residual variability using naive subtraction (black) scales with unit PTP, but with interpolation the
residual error stays uniformly low (red; each symbol corresponds to a single cell).
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Figure 2.8: Comparing greedy vs iterative coordinate descent (ICD) deconvolution. (A):
Examples of spikes recovered by ICD but missed by greedy deconvolution (and vice versa). All
comparisons here performed on synthetic data with known ground truth spike times (see section
2.1.13 for a description of synthetic data generation). Blue indicates the true underlying (noiseless)
spike template; black is an example of an observed noisy voltage trace containing the spike that
greedy deconvolution missed but ICD caught; red indicates traces for which ICD missed the spike
but greedy deconvolution accurately captured the spike (up to a maximum of 5 traces are plotted).
Note that the miss rate is often much lower for ICD. (B-D): ICD improves true positive rates on the
order of a few % (B), decreases false positive rates by up to 50% (C), and modestly improves the
timing precision of detected spikes, as measured by the standard deviation (SD) of the inferred spike


















Figure 2.9: Post-deconvolution spike waveform cleaning. (a) A 5ms 7 channel raw voltage
recording reveals the presence of multiple spikes. (b) Three spikes are identified by deconvolution
and are depicted by inserting each template (colored traces) at the times identified by deconvolution.
(c, d, e) ’Clean spikes’ for each of the three spikes are obtained by superimposing the template
shape with the residual voltages after all the other identified neuron spikes are removed from the
raw record. Middle row: Raw, NN-denoised, post-deconvolution cleaned spikes, and cleaned then
NN-denoised spikes from a single channel. Bottom row: PCA projections corresponding to the
waveforms from the middle row. Note that post-deconvolution spike cleaning and NN-denoising
both significantly improve the effective SNR of the data.
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Figure 2.10: Post-deconvolution merge using cleaned spike waveforms. Each row illustrates
the process for a different pair of units whose templates are close enough to be candidates for
merging. First column: for each unit, we project the raw waveforms onto the difference between
the two templates and plot the resulting histograms. Second column: same, but projecting the
post-deconvolution cleaned waveforms onto the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) direction; note
that this improves the separation. Third column: the templates of each pair of units. Last column:
receptive fields (RFs) for all these neurons; note that these RFs are not used in the merge algorithm,
but are shown here for verification purposes only. Using LDA applied to clean spikes, our algorithm
suggests merging templates 1 and 2 while avoiding a merge of templates 3 and 4. This decision is
supported by the corresponding RFs: RFs 1 and 2 are similar (though RF 1 is much noisier due to
having fewer spikes than neuron 2), while RFs 3 and 4 are clearly distinct.
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Figure 2.11: Drift tracking via template scaling. A. Drift model example: a template is scaled to
match the drifting size of a neuron observed over a period of 2 hrs (magma colors; matching template
from Kilosort is in blue and was computed using 5 minutes of data). Note the YASS template
amplitude decreases by 15%-20% over the duration of the 2 hr (7200 sec) recording. B. Testing
the stability of the template and rank 1 approximation: templates recomputed (and normalized)
every 2 minutes for 2 hrs using deconvolved spikes (i.e. each template represents the mean of the
spikes deconvolved in a 2 minute period). Note that the normalized template is nearly identical
over time, suggesting scaling is an adequate model of drift. C. Template from the first 5 mins of
recording (red) with deconvolved spikes (10) across 2hrs of recording. The change in individual
spike size (black traces) compared with the starting template is observable at the single spike level.
D. Drift model tracks changes: PTP of raw deconvolved spikes (black), PTP of spikes selected for
the drift update (red) and PTP of the drift model (cyan). This shows that the drift model is tracking
drift over time despite periodic updates (e.g. every 2 mins). E. PTP of spikes deconvolved for the
same neurons by Kilosort. F. Additional examples of drift tracking; conventions as in panel D, but
applied to different units. 42








































































Figure 2.12: Basic statistics of units extracted from three retinal datasets. First panel: number
of neurons per electrode for three datasets. Second panel: Spatial extent of each neuron, measured
by counting the number of electrodes on which the template PTP was greater than 2 (note, 2009
dataset contained a higher incidence of axons, leading to more units active on a large number of
electrodes). Third panel: Estimated firing rates of all sorted neurons. Last panel The rates at
which spikes collide with other distinct signals of PTP size 2, 4, and 10 within a 0.5ms time window
for the three datasets. Concretely, for about half of the recovered units, about half of all spikes have
a collision with a spike of PTP size ≥ 2 within 0.5ms; similarly, for about half of the recovered
units, about one fifth of all spikes have a collision with a spike of PTP size ≥ 4 within 0.5ms.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Basic characterization of YASS output
Figure 2.12 provides some basic statistics characterizing the output of YASS applied to three
retinal datasets (number of cells extracted, firing rate, etc.). As emphasized in Figure ??, due to the
large number of spikes visible on each electrode, the collision rate is high in these datasets: for about
half of the recovered units, about 20% of all spikes have a collision with a spike of peak-to-peak
size ≥ 4 within 0.5ms.
Figure 2.13 illustrates one of our basic diagnostic tools: examination of multiple templates and
RFs, divided by cell type.
Figure 2.14 shows further diagnostic plots used to examine the health of a single sorted unit.
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Figure 2.13: Spatio-temporal templates and receptive fields (RFs) from four major cell
classes. Left panels: Spatial (filled circles) and temporal (colors) representation of templates
for neurons sorted using YASS. Each dot represents the PTP of the waveform at the location (only
channels with PTP>2.0 are shown), warmer colors (orange) indicate earlier time (i.e. closer to spike
time) and cooler colors (e.g. blue) represent channels active at later times. Right panels: Spatial RF
of neurons corresponding to the templates shown in the left panels. Red contour shows Gaussian fits
(c.f. Figure 2.15 below). Cell types were determined from RFs by standard clustering procedures,
with borderline cases determined by hand using a simple custom GUI.
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Figure 2.14: Example diagnostic plots for a single recovered unit. To examine the health of the
extracted units we examine templates, RFs, and autocorrelations, along with corresponding plots for
“nearby" units (where unit “neighbors" can be defined according to distance in RF space, template
space, or other parameters such as the degree of correlation strength). Here we show an example
of some of these analysis plots for an ON-parasol cell and its four nearest neighbors as defined
by RF cosine distance. From left to right, the diagnostic plots show: template propagation profile
across the 512 channel array (time since spike on primary channel in ms represented by color;
firing rates and PTP in standardized units are provided in the panel titles); overlapping template
plot of the main neuron on its primary and neighboring channel (black) and its neighboring cells
(color); the (zoomed) spatial RF; autocorrelogram and cross-correlograms with the neighboring
units (in Hz); and histograms of spikes-to-template distance for all spikes in each neuron against
each template after the LDA projection described in section 2.1.10 (more distance between the
histograms indicates that the cells are better separated).
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Figure 2.15: Receptive field contour analysis Each ellipse indicates a Gaussian fit to the receptive
field of an individual unit. (Top) RF contours of cells extracted by YASS and a hand sorted result on
one 512-electrode dataset. Green indicates cells that were found by both YASS and the hand sort;
red indicates cells that were absent in the hand sort; black indicates cells that were found in the hand
sort but not by YASS. (Bottom) Contours of Yass and Kilosort2 on three separate 512-electrode
datasets. YASS consistently recovers more cells with RFs, particularly midget cells.
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2.2.2 Comparisons to manual sorts and other automated spike-sorters
We have run head-to-head comparisons against Kilosort (1 and 2), Spyking Circus, Mountainsort,
JRClust and Ironclust, and Herding Spikes. Of this group, in our hands Kilosort consistently led to
the best results. Therefore in this section we will restrict attention to Kilosort for now, and provide
full comparisons against the other packages in a future draft of this report.
Figure 2.15 is perhaps our main result: we see that YASS is able to recover much more of the
underlying mosaic structure in the RFs of the four main retinal ganglion cell types, compared to
the output of both a highly laborious manual sort and the best current semi-automated method
(Kilosort).
Figure 2.16 illustrates a useful method for comparing between two spike sorters on real data,
where no ground truth is available. For a given unit output by spikesorter A (e.g., YASS) we
find the matching unit (or multiple units) output by spikesorter B (e.g., Kilosort). Then we run a
spike-by-spike comparison to see which spikes were assigned to which unit; this comparison can
very clearly show when one spikesorter or another is mis-assigning spikes, or is over-splitting units,
or is missing units. The caption of Figure 2.16 provides further details. We summarize the results of
this analysis in Figure 2.17: we find that the extra spikes found by YASS are typically similar to the
“consensus" spikes found by both sorters; conversely, the extra spikes found by the non-YASS spike
sorter often look significantly different from the “consensus" spikes (as measured by the cosine
similarity of the average spike shape in each group).
Figure 2.18 analyzes the non-consensus units, i.e., units that are found by YASS but not KS2,
or vice versa. Overall we find that KS2-only units tend to have few spikes (in some cases so few
spikes that it was challenging to estimate reliable templates) that tend to be more noisy, with a
higher overall rate of outliers. The YASS-only units, on the other hand, tend to have lower PTP
values but lower outlier scores in general.
Figure 2.19 compares the residuals computed by YASS and Kilosort (i.e., the difference between
the raw data and the sum of the templates subtracted away during deconvolution by each of these
methods). We see that Kilosort fails to subtract away many clearly visible spikes, while there are
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Figure 2.16: Pairwise per-unit comparisons of spike sorters. A. Example of an apparent Kilosort
de-duplication error. (i): (Left) Venn diagram for YASS unit 1410 (red) and Kilosort unit 756 (blue),
showing an overlap of 2237 spikes (beige), with YASS identifying 2 extra spikes. (Middle) RFs
for the 2 units. (Right) Spikes randomly selected from the intersection set. (ii): (Left) Kilosort unit
1631 also matches YASS unit 1410, indicating that Kilosort unit 1631 is a duplicate of Kilosort
unit 756. (Middle) RFs for the units (note the slightly weaker Kilosort RF, likely due to slightly
fewer spikes). (Right) Spikes taken from the intersection (beige) look similar to additional spikes
from YASS (red) but not additional spikes from Kilosort (blue), indicating that Kilosort unit 1631
contains some incorrectly assigned spikes. Note that spikes from different groups are displaced
horizontally for better visibility here. B. Example of a likely Kilosort oversplit error. (i): (Left)
Venn diagram for YASS unit 1477 (red) and Kilosort unit 1626 (blue) have an overlap of 784 spikes
(beige), with YASS identifying 2186 spikes and Kilosort identifying 18 extra spikes. (Middle) RFs
for the 2 units (note that Kilosort RF is relatively weak here). (Right) Spikes randomly selected
from the intersection set (beige) and YASS (red) indicate that additional spikes identified by YASS
are consistent with the spikes recovered in the (beige) intersection set. (ii): (Left) Kilosort unit 1766
also matches YASS unit 1477. (Middle) RFs for the units (note the slightly weaker Kilosort RF).
(Right) Spikes taken from the intersection (beige) look similar to additional spikes from YASS (red)
but not additional spikes from Kilosort (blue), again indicating that Kilosort unit 1631 contains
incorrectly assigned spikes.
many fewer of these clear “missed spikes" visible in the YASS residual. Overall the YASS residual
has a root-mean-square (RMS) of about 75% of that of the original “noise" level — i.e., YASS is
able to explain a significant fraction of the “noise" by subtracting away many small contributions of
distant spikes that are large and clearly identifiable on at least one channel. KS2, on the other hand,
does not reduce the residual RMS significantly.
We additionally tested the full YASS pipeline on a number of “hybrid" datasets (following
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Rossant et al., 2015), in which 20 neurons were added to an existing physiological recording
containing 100-200 real neurons. YASS performed well on these datasets; here we restrict our
discussion to a challenging dataset that contained 20 injected low-amplitude neurons (see Figure
2.20). On this dataset Kilosort did not detect any of the injected neurons at the default threshold).
YASS is able to recover most spikes in most of the injected units, but for injected units with low
firing rate and/or template size, the error rate increases sharply. We believe there may be room to
continue to improve spike sorting performance in this challenging regime.
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Figure 2.17: Summary analysis of oversplits, duplicates, and consensus across spike sorters.
A. Summary of Kilosort units matched to YASS units. Most KS units matched well with YASS
units (black dots) but there were many examples of oversplits and duplicates (as described in Figure
2.16; duplicates were defined as KS units that matched a YASS unit after another KS unit was
matched; oversplits were defined as duplicates with fewer than two thirds of the YASS unit spikes).
The y-axis indicates how many KS units were matched to a single YASS unit (see the legend for
details). B: Same analysis as in (A) for the same dataset sorted manually. C: Cosine similarity
between templates computed by averaging extra spikes identified by YASS (red) or KS (blue, top
panels) or manual sorting (green, bottom panels) versus the template computed by averaging the
“consensus" spikes identified by both spike-sorters. YASS extra spikes tend to be much more similar
to the consensus template, consistent with the examples shown in Figure 2.16. In the left panels we
scatterplot these cosine similarities against the PTP size of the unit; in the right panels against the
firing rate of the extra identified spikes. Note that in many cases YASS identifies a large number
of extra spikes that closely match the consensus template. D. Same analysis as in (C) for another
dataset. 50
Figure 2.18: Comparing consensus and non-consensus units from YASS and Kilosort Among
the units with firing rates bigger than 0.1Hz, We found 444 unmatched YASS-only and 101 Kilosort-
only units, compared to 491 (YASS) and 595 (Kilosort) matching consensus units (note that it is not
a pairwise matching due to oversplits). The top panels show non-consensus units, and the bottom
panels show consensus units. We scatterplot the firing rate of each unit against: the unit’s PTP; the
maximum absolute deviation (MAD) of the aligned cleaned spikes (overly large values indicate
corruption of these spikes, due to e.g. deconvolution errors or over-merged units); the average
soft-assignment probability (i.e., one minus the probability that a spike assigned to unit 8 should
have been assigned to some other unit 9 , averaged over all spikes from unit 8; small values indicate
closely overlapping clusters that may correspond to over-splitting); the “outlier score” defined as the
average norm of the whitened post-deconvolution residual around each spike (again, large values
indicate corruption of these spikes); the maximal normalized cross-correlation (zero lag, one ms
resolution) between unit 8 and all other units 9 (overly large values can indicate “fragmented” units,
where for example axonal channels have been split from the somatic channels); and the minimal
cross-correlation, defined similarly (a large “notch” in the cross-correlation function often indicates
oversplitting, since if a cell is oversplit into two units 8 and 9 then 8 and 9 will tend not to spike at
the same time).
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Figure 2.19: Residual analysis. A. A 20 ms example of YASS and Kilosort residuals on 5 channels.
For large units, Kilosort occasionally leaves large residuals behind (c.f. Figure 2.7). B. Another
example on 8 channels reveals some spike mis-assignment by Kilosort.
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Figure 2.20: YASS results on hybrid semi-synthetic datasets containing low amplitude units.
Top. The true positives (solid colors) and false positives (hatched colors) for the best (blue) and
second best (red) matches for neurons sorted by yass (for clarity, a perfect match is a blue bar
that contains 100% of the spikes with no other bars). Bottom. Firing rate and PTP amplitude for
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Chapter 3: Imitation Learning for MEA Spike Deconvolution
3.1 Introduction
Previously, in 2.1.9 we saw how MEA spike deconvolution is a crucial part of any spike
sorting pipeline. Recall that this problem arises under the assumption that voltage traces are a
superimposition of spike waveforms of individual neurons and background activity.
In Sparse Coding (SC), signals are reconstructed using a sparse linear combination of much
smaller basis signals that are called dictionaries. Therefore, MEA spike deconvolution can be
formulated as convolutional SC problem where waveforms take the role of dictionaries. In many
spike sorting pipelines including YASS, however, MEA deconvolution does not seek to learn
dictionaries. Instead, it merely aims to minimize the reconstruction error given a fixed set of neuron
templates (i.e. dictionaries). Despite this simplification, the problem is a daunting one due to
overlapping signals and its convolutional setting. The most computationally efficient models apply
a greedy approach to this non-convex problem where templates are assigned to (and consequently
subtracted from) the residual to obtain the highest reduction in local reconstruction error.
There are non-greedy methods based on heuristic search that generally improve performance
with a downside. They come at a substantially higher computational cost due to searching the
solution space more exhaustively. For instance, given an initial estimate of a candidate spike train,
Binary Pursuit (Pillow et al., 2013) either subtracts spikes out or puts them back in the residual to
achieve better local reconstruction errors. Continuous Basis Pursuit (Ekanadham et al., 2011), on
the other hand, models each neuron’s waveforms using a set of basis functions that can account
for continuously shifted signals. This allows outputting continuous spike times. (Song et al.,
2018) develops convolutional versions of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) and K-Singular
Vector Decomposition (KSVD) as more optimal dictionary learning methods. Despite its attempt at
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rendering them computationally efficient, these method do not scale to current scale of MEA data.
Deep networks are de facto state-of-the-art in computer vision and natural language processing
due to their impressive performance. Deep-network-based approaches exist also for sparse coding.
Two major examples include LISTA (Gregor et al., 2010) and Multi-Layer Convolutional SC (ML-
CSC) (Sulam et al., 2017) that integrate deep learning into the frame work of SC. LISTA devises a
deep network architecture that proposes approximate solutions to SC. Then, these are used as initial
solutions to ISTA (Chambolle et al., 1998) that is an iterative algorithm with theoretical guarantees
of producing optimal dictionaries and sparse codes. Thereby, it drastically reduces the number of
iterations that is required by ISTA. However, LISTA does not address the convolutional setting
of our problem. On the other hand, ML-CSC proposes an end-to-end deep learning framework
for dictionary learning with some theoretical bounds on the performance. There are two major
drawbacks to applying ML-SCS to MEA spike deconvolution. First, ML-SCS does not impose
any constraint on the content of the dictionaries which represent neuron waveforms and occupy a
small subspace of dictionary space. This can lead to fragmenting a spike into smaller meaningless
partitions. Second, it is computationally infeasible for large streams of MEA data even during
inference (i.e. forward pass).
In this work, we propose a solution to this MEA spike deconvolution that relies on the following
observations. Greedy approach offers desirable computational efficiency while making errors along
the way due to favoring short term gains over long term ones. Having an efficient yet non-trivial
“spike checker” for greedy solutions leads to improved results. Second, because of stereotypical
shape of neuron waveforms, virtually endless synthetic data can be created within a self-supervised
framework for such a spike checker. Therefore, we propose a 1D convolutional neural network
architecture as a spike checker during the iterations of greedy method. Inspired by imitation learning
work of (Ross et al., 2010), we devise a methodology to obtain realistic training data for our spike
checker.
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3.2 Enhancing Greedy Deconvolution with Imitation Learning
Greedy deconvolution methods are desirable because of their low computational costs. However,
these methods are prone to high rates of false assignment. These false assignments are either due to
abundance of low SNR events or missing (undiscovered) neuron dictionaries. These challenges are
amplified by the simplicity of the heuristics, i.e immediate reduction in !2 reconstruction loss. We
aim to circumvent this major obstacle by enhancing the greedy algorithm (2.1.9) by incorporating
a spike checker classifier. The classifier inspects every spike proposed by the greedy methodd,
allowing the correct assignments to be subtracted from the residuals while preventing false ones
from being subtracted.









respectively denote raw signals on  channels and neuron template on the same  channels for
spike 8 proposed by greedy method. The choice of channel subset is induced by neuron to which H
belongs. For each neuron, we choose the  channels with highest peak to peak value for its template.
Note that  and ) are fixed across all neurons and are model parameters that are connected to our
spike sorting pipeline. Therefore, our spike checker takes a pair of raw signal and template and
outputs a probability ∈ [0, 1] corresponding to the Bernoulli random variable of G (8) belonging to
neuron template H (8) .
There are two major challenges for devising such a classifier. To begin with, our examples that
consist of raw electrical signals and templates, are multi-channel time series where the order of
channels are not informative. In fact, the ideal classifier’s prediction must be invariant with respect
to the order in which signals from different channels are presented to it. This concept is further
illuminated by Figure 3.1. Second, a synthetic dataset is required for training the classifier where
examples do not follow the i.i.d assumption. This is due to the sequential nature of the predictions
of such a model. The choices made in the earlier iterations of enhanced greedy method affect the
distribution of examples that the spike checker faces in later iterations.
In section 3.3 we propose a new 1D convolutional architecture that satisfies that channel order
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agnostic behaviour that we expect from our ideal spike checker classifier. Subsequently, in section
3.4 we discuss the imitation learning approach that we take to obtain optimal and realistic synthetic
data to train our spike checker.





Spike Checker Prediction: 0.10
2 Standard Unit
Figure 3.1: Two input examples from synthetic MEA data and corresponding outputs of our
spike checker classifier. These two examples are the same except for the order in which channels
are presented. In MEA recordings, we often subset electrodes. The order in which data from these
electrodes are presented can vary arbitrarily. Therefore, it is essential for our model to have the
same prediction regardless of how the electrodes are ordered. This constraint potentially can assist
with regularizing our model and generalizing to unobserved datasets.
3.3 PermSepConv: Permutation Equivariant Separable 1D Convolution Block
One dimensional (1D) convolutional layers have successfully been applied to a variety of
problems such as Real-Time Electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring (Kiranyaz et al., 2015; Ince et al.,
2009) and structural damage detection in civil engineering (Yu et al., 2019). This success is owed to
the ability of these models to effectively incorporate temporal information while not introducing
the the optimization challenges of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) e.g. exploding/vanishing
gradients.
We choose 1D convolution layers as building blocks for our spike checker, since we successfully
applied them to spike detection earlier in section 2.1.3. However, we face the issue of channel
orders that we need to resolve. Note that a 1D conventional map’s 52>=E1 : RC×21 → RC×22 output
can arbitrarily vary if we shuffle the order of input channels. Also, observe that our inputs consists
of  two-channel time series. In other words, I(8) ∈ R×)×2 where I(8) [2, C, 1] = G (8) [2, C] and
I(8) [2, C, 2] = H (8) [2, C] respectively represent elements of raw signal and neuron template.
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Permutation invariant maps (Zaheer et al., 2017) offer a trivial solution to the aforementioned
problem. The sufficient condition for a map  to be channel permutation invariant is  (I(8)) =∑
2=1 52>=E1 (I(8) [2]) where  : R×C1×21 → RC1×22 . The simplicity of this additive approach comes
with an extreme information bottleneck where information from all  channels linearly collapse
onto only one channel. Instead we utilize permutation equivariant maps (Zaheer et al., 2017)
that are described by Equation 3.1 as a way of symmetrically incorporate information from all 
channels with more expressive power. This map, which we dub permutation equivariant separable
1D convolution or PermSepConv, is formulated by Equation 3.2 and visualized by Figure 3.2.
Effectively, after applying the same 1D convolution kernels to all channels, we apply a permutation
equivariant map, with the same parameters, to all elements of output channels. This is followed by
an average pooling across all channels to reduce temporal dimension.





5%4A<(4?>=E (I; \, _, @) = [ 5c ( 52>=E1 (I[1]; \), · · · , 52>=E1 (I[]; \);_, @)] (3.2)
3.4 Training Spike Checker by Data Aggregation
To train our spike checker network we require a realistic dataset of raw electric signals and
neuron templates that can arise during iterations of greedy deconvoltuion. If the actions of greedy
deconvolution depend on predictions of a spike checker, then the examples within such a dataset
violate the common i.i.d assumption. Additionally, the distribution of examples that the network
encounters directly depends on the greedy denconvolution method and its parameters. Dataset
Aggregation (DAGGER) (Ross et al., 2010) is a well suited approach for our sequential prediction
task.
DAGGER is an iterative algorithm that trains a deterministic policy (i.e. spike checker) in a
sequential prediction task that achieves optimal performance under the distribution of states (i.e.
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Figure 3.2: Depiction of permutation equivariant separable 1D convolution block. Input to
the block is comprised of a set of  matrices each of them having 2 × C dimensions. Each one of
these matrices corresponds to one of the channels (i.e. electrodes) of the raw electrical signal in
the example. Therefore, this number remains constant throughout the PermSepConv blocks in our
network. A block applies the same 1D convolution kernels to all matrices. Then it applies the same
permutation equivariant map to all the elements of output matrices. This is followed by an average
pooling across to reduce temporal dimension.
examples) that the policy induces. The algorithm starts by fully relying on the expert’s policy %∗(.)
(i.e. ground truth labels of our synthetic data) to gather a dataset of trajectories. The trajectories
are comprised of different examples that occur during the iterations of greedy deconvolution on
a particular synthetically generated MEA recording. Then the spike checker %(.) is trained on
the collected examples. As DAGGER proceeds, two things happen. The algorithm encounters
more trajectories on various synthetic MEA recordings and aggregates them into a single dataset.
Additionally, it increasingly relies on the predictions of the spike checker rather than the expert. Each
time before generating a new MEA recording, spike checker is trained on the growing aggregated
dataset. Algorithm 2 describes a pseudo-code for our proposed algorithm that is adapted from
DAGGER.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for training spike checker using DAGGER method.
1: Input: Deconvolution (sec. 2.1.9) function, manually curated templates .:
2: D ← ∅
3: Initialize spike checker Neural Network %(.)
4: for i=1. . . N do ⊲ Generate a new synthetic MEA data
5: +=>8B4 ← TemporallyCorrelatedNoise({.: })
6: )BH=Cℎ ← SyntheticSpikeTrain( )
7: {. BH=Cℎ
:
} ← SyntheticTemplates({.: })
8: +BH=Cℎ ← SuperImposeTemplates({. BH=Cℎ: }, )BH=Cℎ, +=>8B4)
9: for j=1. . . M do ⊲ Runs a single iteration of greedy deconvolution (2.1.9)
10: {I( 9)} ← DeconvIteration(+BH=Cℎ, {. BH=Cℎ: })
11: {I( 9)
0224?C43
} ← {I( 9) |V8%(I( 9)) + (1 − V8)%∗(I( 9)) > \}
12: +BH=Cℎ ← Subtract(+BH=Cℎ, {I( 9)0224?C43})
13: D ← D ∪ {I( 9)}, %∗({I( 9)}) ⊲ Update data with current examples
14: Train % on D using SGD
15: Output: Spike checker Neural Network %(.)
Spike Checker Prediction: 0.40
2 Standard Unit
Spike Checker Prediction: 0.16
2 Standard Unit





Spike Checker Prediction: 0.83
2 Standard Unit
Figure 3.3: Four input examples from synthetic MEA data and corresponding spike checker
outputs. Two top examples are cases where greedy deconvolution has proposed a false assignment,
whereas the two bottom examples are correct proposals. In all these cases, our spike checker has
accurately identified whether the proposed spikes are correct or wrong. In these examples  = 7
and raw voltages G2 are depicted by blue traces while templates H2 are visualized by red/green traces
respectively for false/correct assignment.
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3.5 Results
In this section we demonstrate through experiments with synthetic MEA data that our enhanced
deconvolution method improves upon the greedy method especially when false assignments are
considered. We start by discussing the architecture of our spike checker in more detail. We proceed
to elaborating on the process of generating realistic synthetic dataset both for training spike checker
and for testing the the enhanced deconvolution. Also, some choices that we considered in adapting
DAGGER will be discussed. Finally, we present summaries of enhanced deconvolution on three
distinct type of synthetic MEA recordings.
3.5.1 Synthetic MEA data
The first step of synthetic dataset generation involves creating artificial MEA recording. We
follow the same recipe described in 2.1.3 where we obtain a sufficiently large set of neuron templates
(from ≈ 120 neurons) that are manually curated on MEA recording from primate retina. This real
recording is from 49 electrode array.
In order to generate realistic background electrical activity, per electrode we subset  = 10
neuron templates and generate  different white noise time series. This is followed by computing
cross correlations of the  templates with their corresponding  white noise time series. The
superimposition of the  results yields a single electrode correlated noise time series.
Synthetic spike trains are generated by sampling from a population firing rate Gamma distribu-
tion. Subsequently, spike times for each neuron are observations from a Poissson process with the
neuron’s corresponding firing rate. We also generate synthetic neuron templates given the curated
templates by rotating the 2D grid of electrodes uniformly and scaling each channel by a different
value generated from truncated Gaussians.
In our experiments, we have ≈ 100 synthetic neurons. We generated datasets of 49 electrodes
and of time length 60 seconds with sampling frequency of 20:I. For fair evaluation, test time and
training time datasets are generated from two distinct set of real MEA recordings with different
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neuron templates.
3.5.2 Neural Network Architecture
Our model is built on the foundation of PermSepConv blocks that we introduced in section 3.3.
We use three consecutive PermSepConv blocks with 8, 16, 32 convolution kernels respectively and
average pooling stride of 2. All kernels have length of 6 time sample and ReLU non-linearity is
used following the 1D convolution of of each block. Our examples {I(8)} have 16 electrodes. To
transform the convolutional features from 16 electrodes to binary prediction, two fully connected
layers with 512 units and ReLU activation are applied to each 16 feature maps separately. This
is followed by adding the 512 dimensional representation of each electrode together. This is the
sufficient and necessary condition to obtain permutation invariance in predictions (Zaheer et al.,
2017). Finally, a fully connected layer with sigmoid activation maps the features to probability of
raw voltage correctly assigned to the neuron template.
The argument for choosing PermSepConv over conventional 1D convolution is substantiated by
results on synthetic data for spike checker. As illustrated by Figure 3.4, PermSepConv improves upon
the 1D convolution network that has the exact same parameter size. We attribute this improvement to
the permutation equivariant constraints (regularization) that PermSepConv imposes on the network.
Spike length is set to 32 time samples which is approximately 1.5<B. For computational
efficiency, our spike checker considers only 16 channels out of possible 49. Therefore, our examples
have the following dimensions I ∈ R16×32×2. We also use Adam (Kingma et al., 2015) for training
our network. Learning rate is chosen by cross validation.
3.5.3 DAGGER Configuration
For training our spike checker classifier we set # = 60 in Algorithm 2. Each generated synthetic
data has length 60B as mentioned earlier. V8 is scheduled to decrease from 1 to 0 by 0.02 decrements
per DAGGER iteration. Therefore, our algorithm aggregates data for 10 out of 60 iterations without
any input from the expert (ground truth). It is worth noting that we experimented with scheduling
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the acceptance threshold of spike checker \ as well. Whereby we set Cℎ4C0 = 0.9 at iteration 9 = 1
and would steadily decrease it to 0.5 by 9 = "2 . Any spikes that is rejected with \ ≤ 0.5 will never
be proposed again. However, we made the choice of having \ as a constant throughout as it lead to
better outcome.
3.5.4 Comparisons with Greedy Deconvolution
Our motivation in introducing enhanced deconvolution method is primarily dealing with large
numbers of false assignments that occur by using the greedy method. Recall that these false
assignments are due to low SNR signals and/or missing neuron templates. With this in mind,
we investigate the performance of greedy and enhanced deconvolution on three distinct synthetic
datasets. We use greedy deconvolution with two different acceptance thresholds of 100 and 16
respectively for conservative and permissive settings. Permissive setting leads to better true positives
at the cost of substantially increasing false assignments.
First, we focus on the case of low SNR templates. We generate an MEA recording with
≈ 160 neurons and we provide all the neuron templates with %)% > 4(* as dictionaries to both
greedy and enhanced deconvolution. Excluding templates with %)% < 4(* generally provides
robustness to any MEA deconvolution method as events with such low values of SNR are virtually
indistinguishable from background activity. Figure 3.5 depicts the summary of true positive and
false assignments for permissive, conservative and DAGGER enhanced greedy deconvolution on the
aforementioned MEA recording. Observe that by increasing the threshold (being more conservative)
true positive rates are harmed while false assignment rates are decreasing as well more evident in
low PTP neuron templates. Note that false assignments are visualized in logarithmic scale. While
our enhanced deconvolution obtains virtually the same true positive rates as the conservative greedy
method, it greatly improves the False positive rates.
For investigating the case of missing dictionaries, we generate another synthetic dataset similar
to the previous setting. However, this time at random we exclude 40 of the synthetic templates from
the set that we give to the deconvolution methods. The summary of results are visualized in Figure
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ROC for PermSepConv vs Conv1D only Architecture
PermSepConv PTP < 6
Conv1D PTP < 6
L2 distance PTP < 6
PermSepConv PTP < 10
Conv1D PTP < 10
L2 distance PTP < 10
PermSepConv PTP < 15
Conv1D PTP < 15
L2 distance PTP < 15
Figure 3.4: Performance of PermSepConv V.S. conventional 1D convolution on spike checker
task. This plot depicts the ROC for two different spike checkers. One is base on our proposed
PermSepConv architecture while the other is based on conventional 1D convolution layers. Both
models have been trained using DAGGER algorithm and result is reported for best models according
to cross validation on hyper-parameters. It is worth noting that the PermSepConv network has
smaller parameter size than the other.
3.6. Although the patterns in true positive and false assignments are similar to our previous setup,
the improvements offered by enhanced deconvolution is noticeably less in comparison.
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We also generate a hybrid MEA recording by superimposing 40 synthetic neurons on a stan-
dardized real MEA recording from primate retina. This serves as another test for generalization of
our method to unobserved data. We only provide the 40 templates to the deconvolution methods.
Figure 3.7 summarizes the obtained results. The false assignments of enhanced deconvolution are
drastically lower than those of permissive and conservative greedy deconvolution. Unlike the two
previous recordings, this pattern is consistent across a wide range of template SNR.
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Figure 3.5: Performance comparison of greedy deconvolution and enhanced deconvolution
on synthetic recording. Top row depicts the true positive rates while middle row visualizes false
assignment counts. Note that these counts are visualized on a logarithmic scale. The last row
summarizes the PTP and firing rates for each neuron respectively. Observe that by increasing the
threshold (to a more conservative setting) true positive rates are harmed while false assignment
rates are drastically reduced, however this reduction is not as much as offered by our enhanced
deconvolution.
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison of greedy and enhanced deconvolution with missing
dictionaries. Top row depicts the true positive rates while middle row visualizes false assignment
counts. The missing bars from true positive rates correspond to the missing templates. Note that the
false assignment counts are visualized on a logarithmic scale. The last row summarizes the PTP
and firing rates for each neuron respectively. Similar to the previous case where all the dictionaries
were provided, false assignments are decreased by using enhanced deconvolution. However the
improvement is less compared to the previous case.
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Figure 3.7: Performance comparison of greedy and enhanced deconvolution on hybrid record-
ing. Top row depicts the true positive rates while middle row visualizes false assignment counts.
Note that these counts are visualized on a logarithmic scale. The improvements in false assignments
by enhanced deconvolution are more evident than in the case of synthetic datasets.
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Chapter 4: Filtering Normalizing Flows
Dynamical systems are the governing force behind many real-world phenomena and temporal
data. For instance, in neuroscience, single neuron voltage recordings are modeled by a set of non-
linear differential equations that are variants of the classical Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model. On the
other hand, high-dimensional neural population activity, which is assumed to be noisy, redundant
observations of latent and low dimensional signals, is often modeled using state-space-models
(Paninski et al., 2018). In recent years, a considerable number of generative models alongside
inference algorithms have been proposed for neural population modelling. Among these, are
temporal structure models (Smith et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2009; Goris et al., 2014), switching
dynamical structure models (Petreska et al., 2011; Linderman et al., 2017) and more recently ANN
inspired generative models (Archer et al., 2016; Krishnan et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2016; Sussillo
et al., 2016; Hernandez et al., 2018) that use AEVB (Kingma et al., 2013) framework to amortize
the inference of posterior distributions of latent representations.
In this work we consider a family of state-space models expressed by the following generative
process. In the formulation, 6, 5 are smooth differentiable functions, and Π(\) is a noise distribution
(e.g. Gaussian or Poisson respectively for continuous and discrete data) that is governed by
parameters \. The full joint distribution, denoted by ?(X,Z), can be readily computed. This family
subsumes well-know models such as Linear Dynamical System (LDS) and fLDS (Archer et al.,
2016).
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z1 ∼ N(0, &0)
zC |zC−1 ∼ N (6(zC−1), &) C = 1, . . . , )
xC |zC ∼ Π(\ = 5 (zt)) C = 1, . . . , )
The choice of approximation distribution family is a determining factor in the success of
variational inference. Posterior distributions of dynamical systems are highly complex yet exhibit
constrained correlation in temporal dimension. Normalizing flows(Rezende et al., 2015) are
expressive deep density estimators well-suited as posterior approximation distributions. In this work
we design two normalizing flows with meaningful temporal constraints. Also, we introduce an
AEVB method to condition the parameters of the flows on data observations. This conditioning is
done such that any latent state of the approximate posterior zC depends on a sequence of observations
x1..C+1 similar to particle filtering methods. Therefore, we name our method, Filtering Normalizing
Flows (FNF).
4.1 Normalizing Flows
Normalizing flows create complex distributions out of simpler distributions ,e.g. Gaussian,
using bijective non-linear transformations. These transformations 5 : R3 → R3 map continuous
random variables in R3 to another set of random variables in the same space. Through the change-
of-variables theorem, given by equation 4.1, the distribution of the resulting random variables can
be computed.
log @(I′) = log ?( 5 −1(I′)) + log
m 5 −1mI′  = log ?(I) − log m 5mI  (4.1)
A number of normalizing flows such as IAF(Kingma et al., 2016) have analytical inverses due to
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using simpler maps. These flows require numerous successive application and are computationally
expensive. They apply the left hand side of equation 4.1 to model and optimize likelihoods directly.
On the other hand, many normalizing flows do not admit analytical inverses. Despite this, they
are often more expressive and can be used to construct variational approximation families @q (I)
and estimate functions in the form of E@q (I) [! (I)] (e.g. ELBO) through Monte Carlo samples. In
variational setting, application of these expressive densities is an attempt to decrease the gap between
the variational objective and the log-likelihood, leading to more accurate and robust learning.
Despite the existence of a variety normalizing flows, the task of applying them to structured
models such as latent dynamical systems can be daunting. First, true posterior distributions of such
models do not exhibit arbitrary correlation among the latent state space variables. Additionally,
conditioning the latent states on observations is not straight forward since zC |z−C is dependent on
the entire sequence of observations x1:) . In section 4.2 we introduce two different transformations
that condition latent variables on observation such that zC |z−C is dependent on x1:C . We call this
property filtering on account of its similarity with particle filtering approaches. Furthermore, these
models constrain the flow such that the correlation in time induces smoothness. Unlike DKF, this is
achieved without factorizing the variational distribution the same way as the prior.
4.2 Filtering Normalizing Flows
Available normalizing flows, e.g. planar flows (Rezende et al., 2015), are capable of expressing
arbitrary correlation in the space of z = z1z2 · · · z) ∈ R3×) . In other words, they operating on the
entire space indiscriminately. While we can apply such a transformation on the entire state space,
doing so is computationally expensive. Also, conditioning on observations for amortized inference
is far from being trivial. Therefore, we seek to constrain the expressiveness of our distribution
globally, while keeping it expressive enough locally. Our design choice is also motivated by allowing
parameters to admit a trivial choice for conditioning on observations.
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4.2.1 Time Autoregressive
Consider the function 5 : R23 → R23 with a set of parameters denoted by q that transforms a
consecutive a pair of latent states IC , IC+1, thereby, it correlates them with each other. We propose
a flow that applies 5 sequentially to pairs z1:2, z2:3, . . . , z)−1:) with parameters q1, q2 . . . q)−1
respectively. By using this approach, we aim to correlate all the latent variables in a smooth and
non-abrupt way with respect to time. Furthermore, as we see in section 4.3 this choice allows us to


















 (z1:) ; q1, . . . , q)−1) = q) −1,)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ qC ,C ◦ · · · ◦ q1,1(z1:) ) (4.4)
The composite flow that is described by equation 4.4 subsumes the family of factorized models
of form @1(z)
∏)
C=2 @C (zC |zC−1) if 5 (zC , zC+1) = zC , 5 (zC+1) which contains the prior of the generative
model. In this work we let 5 (.) be multi-layer planar flows 5 (zC:C+1) = zC:C+1 + uℎ(w)zC:C+1 + 1)
which are appropriate choice for achieving expressiveness in low dimensionality of subspaces zC:C+1.
For example, the choice of a single layer planar flow with time variant parameters {uC ,wC , 1C} gives
us the recurrent solutions to the result of the transformation and the the probability that it induces
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on z1:) in forms of equations 4.5 and 4.5.
log @(z′) = log ?(z) −
)−1∑
C=1







Where z′′C is the intermediate transformation step from zC to z′C and is described by the equation
below.







 + 1C−1) for C = 2, . . . , )
4.2.2 Time Inverse Autoregressive
We also propose a second class of transformations described by equation 4.5 for achieving
filtering property and constraining the resulting distribution for time-series data. This transformation
is a combination of a fully connected layer and a skip layer where the weights of the fully connected
layer form a lower/upper triangular matrix whose inverse is block-bi-diagonal. The rationale for
this choice is threefold. First, the Jacobian is lower triangular, therefore, its determinant can be
computed efficiently. Second, the inverse of A need not be computed for the forward transform
since it can be solved efficiently and similarly it does not appear in log probability computation
using determinant identity | + −1 | = | +  |/||. Finally, this transformation imposes strong
constraint on the correlation of the state space variables. This can be viewed as a nonlinear analogue
of a Gaussian LDS’s posterior samples being reparameterized by affine transformation of an inverse
block-bi-diagonal matrix that is Cholesky factor of a block-tri-diagonal precision matrix of the true
posterior.
z′1:) = 5 (z; A, b, c) = z1:) + c  ℎ(A







































logC (8, 8) (4.7)
In equation 4.7, 7 = ℎ′(A−1z+b), where ℎ(·) is a smooth nonlinearity and ℎ′(·) is its derivative.
Unlike the previous method, we apply multiple layers of this transformation to construct expressive
variational densities. We call this transformation an inverse filtering normalizing flow IFNF.
4.3 Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes
AEVB (Kingma et al., 2013) is a variational framework for training deep generative models of
type ?\ (x, z) where there is a latent component z. This method has been applied to many different
settings including dynamical systems. AEVB optimizes the log likelihood Ex∼0C0 [?\ (x)] of the
model, which is an intractable marginal distribution, through optimizing a lower bound on it defined
by equation 4.8 that requires introduction of @q (z|x) a variational approximation to true posterior
?\ (z|x).
L(\, q; x) = E@q (z|x) [log ?\ (x, z)] +  [@q (z|x)] (4.8)
Furthermore, AEVB computes unbiased estimates of gradient of this objective with respect to
the variational and model parameters \, q through reparameterization trick described by equation 4.9.
This is achieved if samples from the variational distribution can be expressed as reparameterization
of some noise samples. In other words z = 5 (n ; q) ∼ @q (z) where n ∼ ?n (n) is noise.
∇\qE@q (z) [!\ (z)] = E? n (n) [∇\q!\ ( 5 (n ; q))] (4.9)
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ELBO is not a tight bound on the log likelihood because the family of the variational distributions
do not contain the true posterior of the models in many cases. Normalizing flows are introduced to
increase expressiveness of @q (z|x) and therefore hoping to tighten the gap and train better models
(Rezende et al., 2015).
Our strategy in tackling the task of inference for dynamical systems is to rely on approximate
evidence potentials coming from observations at each time steps denoted by @ (0)
q
(zC |xC). While these




(zC |xC) = N(zC |`q (xC), fq (xC)). Our goal is to train our normalizing flows to mix local potentials
with our prior and capture the true posterior better and ultimately learn a better model because of
the expressiveness that our normalizing flows lend to our variational approximation.
While theoretically it is possible to mix local potentials without any further conditioning on
the observations x1 : ) given the right invertible transformation, because of the limitations of the
normalizing flows in general, we condition our normalizing flows on the observations as a proxy to
gain more expressiveness. In the case of FNF time variant parameters qC (xC , xC+1) are conditioned
on pairs of consequitive observations through a neural network. In the case of IFNF, similarly we
the parameters conditioned according to DC (xC), LC (xC , xC+1), bC (xC), cC (xC). In our experiments we
let the parameters of the flows to share networks with the local potential functions.
4.4 Experimental Results
In this section we compare the performance of our proposed method to that of fLDS and DKF
which are two of the most widely used inference algorithms for latent dynamics models. We
demonstrate through these experiments that FNF/IFNF perform favourably against the state-of-the-
art in learning deep dynamical systems. We pay attention to disentagling the dynamics from the
nonlinear embeddings, which is crucial for assessing the fit of any dynamics model. For all the
results that we report, we use the term DKF to refer to the variational framework of Krishnan et al.
(2016) that uses a bidirectional RNN for conditioning the factorized recognition model on the entire
sequence of observations.
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A quantitative way to asses the fit of state space models are forward extrapolations of the
trained model given held out observations. In order to do so we use the trained @q (z|x) to sample




states, according to the trained dynamics model ?\ (x, z)  steps forward to obtain ! trajectories in
the observation space denoted by x̂(;)
) :)+ . The metric that we use for the divergence of the forward
extrapolation samples from true observations is described by 4.10. Lower divergence metrics
show better extrapolations and indicate that the low-dimensional embedding of the emission model
is disentangled from the dynamics of the transition model. Also, qualitatively we inspect these






| |x)+: − x̂(;))+: | |2 (4.10)
We monitor and compare the rate of convergence of the evidence lower bound and its value to
compare the fit of the models since higher ELBO potentially indicates higher log likelihoods for
data.
4.4.1 Latent Lorenz System
The Lorenz system is a classical nonlinear differential equation in 3 independent variables.
3
3C
I1 =f(I1 − I2)
3
3C
I2 =I1(d − I3) − I2
3
3C
I3 =I1I2 − VI3
This is a well studied system with chaotic solutions that serves to clearly demonstrate FNF’s
advantage for inferring nonlinear dynamics. We generated Euler discretized numerical solutions
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for a stochastic Lorenz system (Gaussian additive noise of N(0, 0.1) at each step) from randomly
generated initial solutions with parameters f = 10, V = 83 , d = 28. For the purpose of this
experiment we generate 100 trials where ) = 60, zt ∈ R3, xC = 5 (zC) + n ∈ R10 where f is a single
Layer MLP with softplus non-linearity with a skip layer connection to create smooth nonlinear
expansions into observation space where n ∼ N(0, 0.2). We train our models on %80 of the trails
and report result on %20 validation set. We train only on 40 time steps and hold out 20 time steps at
the end for comparing to extrapolations. We emphasize that stochastic noise exists in both the latent
state-space evolution and the observation space. Figure 4.1 demonstrates how FNF is capable of
learning complex nonlinear dynamics as well as non-linear embeddings by comparing :MSE of
all methods and the quality of their extrapolations. As is demonstrated by figure 4.1, fLDS is not
equipped with learning nonlinear dynamics and the extrapolations quickly diverge from the true
values. DKF and FNF on the other hand are capable approximating and generalizing the non-linear
dynamics and the embeddings. While this is the case, FNF outperforms DKF at this task since the
extrapolations are qualitatively and quantitatively closer to the true values.
4.4.2 Rotating MNIST Images
In this task we showcase the ability of our method on synthetic task with and implicit underlying
dynamics. Our synthetic dataset consists of 3500 randomly sampled MNIST digits that are binarized
and partitioned into 3000/500 for training/testing. Each image is rotated by U ∼ N(3 · U, 2) degrees
for 20 times where 3 is the value of the digit corresponding to the image and U = 18 is the base
rotation value. This way digit 0 rotates by noise and digit 9 rotates by 360 degrees and there digits in
between proportional to their value. Beside the test set, we hold out 5 frames from each observation
sequence to compare against forward extrapolations of the trained models. In this task we use
a slightly different metric for the extrapolations which is the average likelihood of pixels under
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of and observation trajectories for Lorenz system and performances
on them. (top) Respectively, true, FNF, IFNF, DKF, and fLDS reconstructions of the validation set
(blue) and stochastic extrapolations into the future time steps (orange) for the true values orange
is the hold out. (bottom right) :MSE of extrapolations using recovered latent state only. This
demonstrate how well FNF disentangles hidden dynamics from embeddings. (bottom left) Rate of
convergence of models are on par with each other, however FNF attains higher Bounds that could
potentially translate into higher evidence values.
This dataset is constructed to demonstrated how our model/inference is capable of recovering
meaningful dynamics that translate into meaningful forward samples from the observations. We
use two layer MLP with ReLU activation and 20 hidden units with skip layer connection for our
transition model. The emission model is fixed across models with ta Bernoulli with rates conditioned
on the latent states through MLP with ReLU activation and 50 hidden units for the emission model.
The RNNs in DKF use 20 hidden units. Dimensionality of latent state space is set to 10 across all
models. The recognition network of fLDS and FNF models use 2 layer MLP with ReLU activation.
For FFNF IFNF we respectively use 5 and 3 layers of normalizing flow transformations that share
parameters with the recognition network.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of reconstructions and forward extrapolations for rotating MNIST
images. (top) 10 sequences of digits of test set being reconstructed and forward extrapolated (after
solid yellow line). This demostrates how dynamics of rotation and latent representation of digits are
separated since each digit has different rotaion value. Top row is true values and following that is
respectively FNF, IFNF, and DKF. (bottom left) Inferred latent trajectory of digits for each model
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Appendix A: Notation
We use the following conventions: scalars are lowercase italicized letters, e.g. G, constants such
as max indices are represented by uppercase italicized letters, e.g. # , vectors are bolded lowercase
letters, e.g. x, and matrices are bolded uppercase letters, e.g. X. Major notations used in the paper
are summarized in Table A.1.
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Notation Explanation Default value (if exists)
Data Constants
) Recording length (in timesteps)
 Total number of channels
# Number of detected spikes
=486ℎ Number of neighboring channels
(including the main channel)
Parameters
' Temporal window size of spike 5 ms
'## Temporal window size of spike used
for NN detection and denoising 3 ms
g Threshold for spike detection
under NN ouput 0.5
Data structures
V ∈ R)× Recording
P ∈ (0, 1))× Sigmoid output of
Neural Network Detection
X, (X=) Waveform (of spike =)
W: Template of unit :
Notations for MFM
 Number of components
in the generative model
c = (c1 . . . c: ) Component weights
in the generative model
`: , : Mean and precision matrix
of component :
z = (I1, . . . , I=) Component membership
`0, _0,V0, a0 Prior parameters 0, 0.01, 1E0 I ,  + 2
for the Normal-Whishart : # of feature dims.
U Prior concentration parameters
for Dirichlet dist. 1
V Prior parameter
for Poisson Distribution 1
 ̂ Variational parameter
for the point mass
Û: Variational concentration parameters
for the posterior Dirichlet Distribution
ˆ̀: , _̂: , V̂: , â: Variational parameters for
the posterior Normal-Whishart
Table A.1: Summary table of notation used within the appendix.
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Figure B.1: Illustration of Construction of NN Training Data. (Column 1) One template is
randomly chosen from a previous sort and randomly scaled. This template is centered temporally.
(Column 2) Another template may be randomly chosen, randomly scaled, and randomly shifted.
(Column 3) A Gaussian noise sample (both temporally and spatially correlated) is drawn. (Column
4) A single spike sample is created by superimposing template 1 and noise. (Column 5) A collision
sample is constructed by adding template 1, template 2, and noise. No more than 2 templates are
used for creating collision samples. (Column 6) A misaligned sample is created by adding noise to
a randomly shifted template. When the convolutional neural network is applied to the recording,
our goal is to output no duplicate detection of the same spike. Thus, during training, samples such
as column 4 and 5 have label 1 and samples such as column 3 and 6 have label 0.
Appendix B: Additional details on the detection algorithm
B.0.1 Neural network training data
See Figure B.1 for an overview of how we construct each training sample for the detection
neural network.
We start with a library of clean templates from previous sorts. (Since the detection network
operates locally in space and time, we only need cleaned templates on local 7-electrode patches
here: a center electrode and the six surrounding electrodes.) We choose a template randomly, scale
it randomly, and center it, and then (optionally) corrupt this clean template with a collision from
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a different template (with a random scale and shift). (We found that it was not necessary to form
collisions using >2 spikes.)
Next we add indepedent noise samples to these templates. For this we need to construct a
distribution over noise samples of dimension '## × =486ℎ = 61 × 7 here. Following previous
work Pillow et al., 2013 we use a spatiotemporally separable, stationary Gaussian noise model.
We find “noise" snippets in the raw data by excluding any spikes detected by simple thresholding
with a low threshold (3 standardize units). We then rescale these snippets so that their standard
deviation has unit standardized units and compute the temporal and spatial covariance matrix. We
approximate the resulting temporal covariance with a Toeplitz (temporally stationary) matrix, and
the spatial covariance with a rotation-symmetric matrix (to enforce spatial stationarity), then form
the Kronecker product to obtain the full spatiotemporal covariance matrix.
Given an unlimited stream of samples from the above generative model, we train the neural
network detector is trained as a classifier that takes as input waveforms X ∈ R'##×=486ℎ , and
returns a soft-max output between (0, 1) that estimates the presence of a spike. Single-spike and
collision samples have positive labels; noise and off-centered samples have negative labels. We use
an equal proportion of positive and negative labels, and the misaligned spike is added 70% of the
time to reflect the high collision rate of retina recordings.
B.0.2 Neural network structure
The proposed architecture is the detector is shown in Figure B.2. To build a faster network,
temporal and spatial filters are separated. The first two layers extract temporal features and the
third layer combines the features in spatially neighboring channels. The first layer applies a one-
dimensional convolutional neural network using  1 filters of size '## . The second layer maps  1
features to  2 features at each location. The third layer transforms =486ℎ ×  2 features into a single
number. Rectified linear unit nonlinearities (ReLU) are used as activation functions and the sigmoid
transform is applied at the end to get a value in (0, 1). The network is learned by minimizing the




















3rd layer (spatially filtered):1@C × T Output layer:C × T
Figure B.2: Visualization of the architecture of Neural Network detector. ReLUs are used as
activation functions.
analyzed here,  1 and  2 are set to 16 and 8. The learning rate of Adam is set to 0.0001.
After training, given a recording, V ∈ R)× , the neural network outputs an array, P ∈ (0, 1))× ,
where P(C,2) is the output of the neural network (applied convolutionally in space and time) with
input a temporal and spatial snippet of V around C and 2. Given the output, P, temporal and spatial
local maxima that cross a threshold, g, are considered as detected events. As a result, the detector
outputs pairs of spike times and corresponding channels, (C1, 21), . . . , (C# , 2# ).
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Appendix C: Additional details on the denoising algorithm
The training data for the neural network denoiser is constructed as above for the neural network
detector. Instead of the 0-1 label output by the detector, the denoiser output targets the ground truth
template without any noise or collision superimposed.
We found that denoising on single channels already gave good performance. Thus the denoiser
takes a waveform of size '## as input. The network consists of three hidden layers with one-
dimensional convolutional neural network and ReLU activation functions. At the end, a linear
mapping is applied to output a vector of size '## . The NN is trained to minimize the L2 distance
between the output and the ground truth clean template. For the retina, the three hidden layers have
16, 8, and 4 filters of size 5, 11, 21 respectively. We use the same training parameters as described
for the detector network above.
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Appendix D: Additional details on the Mixture of Finite Mixture (MFM)
model
In the clustering step we use a Mixture of Finite Mixture model (MFM) described in Miller et al.,
2018. To estimate the posterior distribution we use a structured variational distribution (Hoffman
et al., 2015) which preserves dependencies between parameters, leading to a more accurate posterior
approximation than simpler unstructured variational approximations. Finally, we use split-merge
steps based on Hughes et al., 2013 to estimate a reasonable number of clusters.
D.0.1 Generative Model
We assume the following generative model (Miller et al., 2018):
 ∼ Poisson(V)
(c | ) ∼ 8A (U, . . . , U)
(`: ,: | ) ∼883 NW(`0, _0,V0, a0) for : = 1 :  
(I= |c) ∼883 0C (c1, . . . , c ) for = = 1 : #
(X= |I=, `,) ∼8=3 N(`I= ,I=) for = = 1 : #.
The joint distribution of  , c, `,, z,X is given by:
?( , c, `,, z,X) = ?( |V)?(c | , U)
 ∏
:=1
?(`: ,: |`0, _0,V0, a0)
#∏
==1
?(I= |c)?(X= |I=, `I= ,I=).
D.0.2 Inference model and estimation
The following structured variational distribution (Hoffman et al., 2015) is used for inference:
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@( ) ∼ X ̂ ( )
@(c | ) ∼ 8A (Û1, . . . , Û )
@(`: ,: | ) ∼8=3 NW(`: ,: | ˆ̀: , _̂: , V̂: , â: ) for : = 1 :  
@(I= |`(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ) = ?(I= |X=, `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ) = = 1 : #.
Also, the exact conditional is used for @(I= |`(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ), since it is tractable for the Gaussian
mixture model. Given the global parameters, the conditional can be computed as:
?(I= = : |X=, `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ) =
?(X= |`I= ,I=)cI=∑ 
:=1 ?(X= |`: ,: )c:
.
In summary, the variational joint distribution is then given by:
@( , c, `,, z) = X ̂ ( )@(c | , Û1, . . . , Û ̂)
 ∏
:=1
@(`: ,: | ˆ̀: , _̂: , V̂: , â: )
#∏
==1
?(I= |X=, `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ).
The variational parameters are estimated by maximizing the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO):
L(@) = E@
[
?( , `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c, z,X) − @( , `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c, z)
]
.
To estimate the variational parameters of `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c, we use an approach similar to SSVI-A
in Hoffman et al., 2015. However, instead of stochastic updates, where `(1: ) ,(1: ) , c are randomly
sampled to estimate @(I= |`(1: ) ,(1: ) , c,  ), we use MAP estimation. This simplification is
reasonable as the variational distributions are likely to have small variance due to large sample size.
To infer the number of components,  , the exact birth and merge approach in Hughes et al., 2013 is
used.
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Appendix E: Additional details on spline interpolation within deconvolution
As noted in the main text, subsample alignment errors between templates and the observed
sampled data can lead to large residuals in the deconvolution step. In order to correct for these
alignment error, we begin by estimating the temporal offset between the true versus sampled
objective function peaks. To estimate the true peak locations, we fit a quadratic function to the
samples around each detected peak and solve for the location where the maximum is obtained. With
this information, the convolved templates can be shifted via interpolation prior to subtraction from
the objective in order to align their peaks with the estimated peaks.
We use a Basis Spline (De Boor, 2001) representation of each convolved template. Bsplines are
capable of representing any spline function of a given order with sparsely supported basis functions
whose support grows linearly with the order of the spline representation (i.e., the complexity of
evaluation at a single location remains constant in the length of the templates). For example, a
third order or “cubic" spline interpolation can be performed with the evaluation of only 4 basis
functions at any given location, no matter the length of the function or number of knots. Therefore
on the fly interpolation of a template represented as a combination of Bspline bases retains both
the accuracy of standard spline interpolation and the linear computational complexity of linear
interpolation. Moreover, evaluation of Bpline basis functions can be performed efficiently on the
fly and lends itself to fast implementation on the GPU. We have implemented this functionality
and in practice the cost incurred by performing interpolated subtraction is negligible relative to
uncorrected subtraction.
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